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SECT!ON 1 - iNTRODUCTION AND EXECUTiVE SUMMARY

1.1 Introduction

Container port demand is expanding very rapidly in the North European market as a whole
and in the immediate France I Belgium I Netherlands region. It is also apparent that the
structure of container trad es is changing. The fastest dernand is being noted on trade to/from
the Asian markets and these containers are being shipped in larger container vessels that
i'equire very deepwater and high volume container handling facilities.

The planned container terminal investment at Vlissingen (WCT) represents a competitive and
effective solution to the requirement to provide correctly formatted container handling in the
region. The hinterland of the terrninal wi~l be the entire European markels served by means
of road, rail, barge and sea-sea transshipment operations. The project represents a major
commitment to the container sector and will becorne a valuable contribution to European port
infrastructure.

Extensive analysis has been developed concerning the developmenl of this project since
1999 and this paper should be reviewed in the context of earlier studies developed by Ocean
Shipping Consuilants Ud. Tlîis paper provides a complete update of the developrnent of
de mand for container handling in the reg ion and also assesses the provision of capacity and
the resulting supply/demand balance. It is concluded that the WCT investment will provide a
competitive contribution lo forecast conlainer port demand in the period to 2020 and bevond.

In developing this analysis the following important questions are answered with regard to the
WCT project and its role in the European container sector:

r How is regional container trade developing?

r Why should the terminal be developed?

r Will the terminal be competitive in the markel?

r What are the alternatives to the WCT project?

r How has the market developed since 2001?

r How do these developments affect the WCT projecl?

The study develops an analysis of the comparative position of WCT versus other ports (and
combinations of ports) and also provides a sumrnary 'SWOT analysis' (strengths,
weaknesses. oppoi1unities and threats) for the project.

'Market Study- Vlissingen Container Terminals', March 1999,

'The Westerschelde Container Terminal- commercial feasibiMy study', May 2000, and
'WCT Vlissingen - a review of major issues', December 2001.

Section 1: Introductjon and Summary 4
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1.2 Conciusions

The paper draws the following major conclusions:

r Container port demand has continued to deve/op very rapidly in the Immediale Market
(Ihe range ol ports between Dunkirk and Amsterdam). Within this market, demand has
continued to be concentrated on the Antwerp-Rotterdam zone. These trends are lorecast
to continue over the study period. The addition ol a new terminal at Vlissingen (with its
deepwater capabilit/es) would oller considerable complementary opportunities lor linking
strong levels ol Antwerp trallic with Asian cargo Ilows. The terminal would also
constitute a major deepwater altemat/ve to Rotterdam that would be very weil suited to
the current and anticipated balanee ol demand in the region. Analysis conlirms that there
will be suffcient room in the market lor the proposed terminals at both Rotterdam
(Maas vlakte I! and Euromax) and Vlissingen.

r Strong and robust growth has been identilied lor the North Continenf market as a whoie.
Within the region, the Immediate Market will maintain market share and demonstrate
sustained expansion across a range ol economic conditions. Within the demand that will
be so generated, the greatest growth wi~l be noted in the deepsea and transshipment
sectors - with specilic relerenee to the Asian trades. These sectors will be dominated by
larger classes ol vesse/s where terminal and access water depth wi~l be critca i. The
WCT project is correctly conligured to meet this changing demand base.

r Sinee our earlier analysis the pace ol demand growth has acce/erated and the trend
towards the introduction ol larger vessels has also proceeded even more rapidly than had
been anticipated.

r Considerable capacity additions are scheduled lor the North Continent range in genera I

and the Immediate Market in particular. II these proceed on the schedules estimated
there wil! be a decline in capacity-utilisation rates in the period over 2007-2008, although
it is anticipated that current utilisation rates wil! be re-approximated by 2012.

r The relative advantages ol WCT - principally its deepwater and low transit costs -
indicate that a significant requirement lor the project will be noted against this
background. This suggests that the balance at WCT will be signilicantly more lavourable
than in the total market.

r Without these investments only Rotterdam wi~l have a major role lor the Immediate
Market and there are questions over the ability ol the port to de/iver capacity within the
required t/melrame lollowing the completion ol current projects. Ol course, Antwerp wi~l

also play a major role but with a somewhat dillerent emphasis - particularly with regard
to the transshipment sector.

2 In this study the following regions are defined for the container port market:

'North Continent' - includes all containers moved through ports in the range between Le Havre
and Hamburg.
'Noi1h European Region' ~ includes all containers moved through ports in the North Continent,
together with the UKJlreland and Scandinavia/Baltic regions.
'Ihe Immediate Market - is defined as containers moved through ports between Dunkírk-

Amsterdam. Th is includes Dunkirk, Zeebrugge, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and
(potentially) Vlissingen.

Section 1: Introduction and Summary 5
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r This paper pro vides an updated analysis ol the competitive position ol WCT as alocation
lor container handling lrom a variety ol perspectives and the position is clearly one ol a
very positive market position. This is reviewed Irom the viewpoints ol:

Marine access and capacity considerations;
The location ol the terminal in relation to its hinterlands:
The casts ol transiting the lacility;
The productivity ol the terminal;

r WCT is seen to score very positively in each sector. The lerminal is seen to be highly
competitive with regard to marine access considerations (especially with regard to the next
generation ol vessels), and willoiier ellective and competitive through-costs and
intermodallinkages. In additon. the transier ol established productive stevedoring by
Hesse-Noord lrom Antwerp should result in a highly competitive productivity level.

r The lacility will enjoy a broad sea and landside hinterland and will also be able 10 compete

lor the Antwerp and Rotterdam markets. given its relative proximity to bath regions. The
only slight difliculty relates to the lack ol an immediate (or local) hinterland. This. by itsell,
need not be a problem given the highly competitive specification ollered by the terminal as
a whoie.

r Vlissingen will be at least as competitive as Rotterdam and lrom some viewpoints will be

the superior development. The Maasvlakte II project has now passed the most important
stages ol politica I decision-making, and is seen to be on schedule lor commercial opening
somewhere between 2010 and 2012. In the meantime, the Euromax terminal is also
being developed, and set lor a commercial start by (the end ol) 2007, providing
substantial additional capacity untilMaasvlakte 11 is ready. This means WeT will enter
the market right in the middle ol the Rotterdam developments, and not weil ahead ol
them, as was anticipated beioIR Despite these developments Ihe clear market role ol
WCT is eslablished.

r Given the delays with Maasvlakte 11, il is apparent thai there will be a lack ol capacity lor
Ihe largest vessel sizes by the end ol the decade. This requirement willnot be mei within
this timelrame by the proposed Maasvlakte II expansion. The WCT projecl will answer
these problems. Indeed, WCT represenls the only alternative 10 Maasviakie II (over and
above Ihe Euromax projecl) thai can be developed in time lor anticipated demand growlh.
The Deurganckdok will also play a role bul it will be less weil suited to the transshipment
market.

There is a clear and pressing requirement lor the development ol new deepwater
container handling capacity in Ihe identilied immediale Market. The other suggested
locations lor development all involve considerable constrainls with regard to marine
access, costs and hinterland links. The proposed WeT lacilites are seen 10 be highly
competitive Irom each criteria of appraisal and will provide the required solution 10
deepsea regional container handling needs within an acceptable timeframe.

The developmenl ol market conditions since the earlier analyses have not signilicantly
allered these conclusions. Indeed, laster demand growth, and a further acceleration in
the introduction of larger vessels make the case lor WCT even more pressing.

Section 1: I ntroductjon and Summary 6
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SECT~ON 2 - REGIONAl CONTAINER PORT DEMAND

2.1 Introduction

OSC have been evalualing the potential market role of a new deepwater container terminal at
Vlissingen since 1999 and have developed a series of market analyses th at evaluate the
overall balance of the market and lhe polential fulure role of the terminaL. This paper provides
an update of the demand side of the equation and also assesses how the market has
developed in contrast with our earlier proJections. The issues th at are here addressed are as
follows:

r How has demand developed since 2001?

r How does this aclual development cornpare to projections developed earl ier?
r What major structural changes have been noted?

r How has the European economy developed and what are the implications for future
demand growth?

The following analysis represents an update and revision of earl ier projections of regional
demand.

2.2 The Structure of Regional Demand

In this Section the review of the development of de mand is considered from the following
perspectives:

r The total development of demand in the entire Le Havre-Hamburg port range (the 'North
Continent' market), and

r The narrower focus of competition between the Dunkirk-Amsterdam port range (the

potential Vlissingen 'Immediate Markel'

How Fast is Container Port Demand Growing?
The total development of container port demand in the entire North European reg ion
(including the UK) reached a level of some 31.7m TEU in 2000. Between 1995/2003 total
container volumes handled doubled, with th is equaling to an annual average growth rate of
some 7.5 per cent. This has been achieved despite the limited economic expansion noted in
much of the regional economy over 2000-2002. The globalisation of trade - i.e. the transfer
of manufacturing to low co st suppliers - has been at the centre of th is trend and
containerisation has benefited frorn these developments.

Table 2.1 surnmarises the development of North European container port demand by national
market within the region. Given the comparative economie maturity of the regional market.
tlie propoi1ional development of demand has recorded only limited alterations over the period,
although the following points are of some significanee:

Section 2: Deniand Grovvth 7
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Table 2.1
The UK/North Continent LowLo1 Container Port Handiinq Market 1990/2003

1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
'OOOTEUs

UK 3344.8 4629.6 4985.7 5357.8 5775.2 6224.5 6647.8 6610.5 6907.3 7011.1
France - 1\ 1021.5 1161.4 1197.1 1349.3 1499.2 1622.7 1759.0 1822.4 2025.5 2265.3
Belgium í794.0 2664.7 2983.3 3322.3 3701.6 4085.0 4600.8 4539.6 5143.8 5841.3
Netherlands 3734.9 4878.1 5107.6 5561.9 6054.6 6396.2 6337.1 6157.9 6575.2 7162.6
Germany ~ W 3166.8 4408.4 4607.0 5057.4 5392.9 6015.3 7054.7 7721.3 8475.3 9374.6
Total 13061.9 17742,1 18880.7 20648.6 22423.4 24343.6 26399.4 26851.7 29127.0 3165S.0
Percentage
UK 25.6 26.1 26.4 25.9 25.8 25.6 25.2 24.6 23.7 22.1
France - N 7.8 6.5 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.8 7.0 7.2
Belgium 13.7 15.0 15.8 16.1 16.5 16.8 17.4 16.9 17.7 18.5
f'Jetherlands 28.6 27.5 27.1 26.9 27.0 26.3 24.0 22.9 22.6 22.6
Germany - W 24.2 24.8 24.4 24.5 24.1 24.7 26.7 28.8 29.1 29.6
Tatal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sou ree: ücean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

r Following a period of sustained rnarkel share at between 25-26 per cent of regional

demand, the role of the UK has recorded 80me contraction and is estimated at around 22
per cent in 2003. This has resulted frorn a lack of container port capacity that has
resulted in the relocation of significant transshipment volumes lo continental ports

rAfter years of under-achievernent the market share of French ports has recorded some

improvernent since 2000 - largely as a result of the addition of new capacity at Le Havre.
The future role of these terrninals remains a significant uncertainty in the market. The
degree to which tliis port will be cornpetitive in the transshiprnent rnarket will be
dependent upon the pace of operational reform and not on the pace of physical capacity
addition. It seems likely that competition from this sou ree will become more significant in
the medium term.

r The increase in market share of Belgian container terminals has continu ed. with demand
(principally at Antwerp) seeing market share increase to 18.5 per cent in 2003. In 1995
tlie corresponding proportion was just 15 per cent. This represents a highly dynamic and
irnportant trend in the regional rnarket that will have considerable implications for
Vlissingen.

r The market share of Dutch container handling ports has declined over the period, but this
was arrested in 2003. These ports now account for some 22.6 per cent of regional
container handling dernand.

r The re-establishment of the eastern European hinterland has been directly reflected in
very strong demand growth in German container ports. The combined market share of
Bremerhaven and Hamburg has increased steadily from 24.8 per cent in 1995 to sorne
29.6 per cent in 2003.

The overall position has been characterised by strong demand for the eastern ports and
within the Immediate Market Antwerp has recorded by far the most dynamic expansion.

'Lo-Io' refei.s la containers handled by gantry cranes and excludes (where possible) roll-on, rail-oH
container movernents.

Section 2: Demand Growth 8
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What is the Structure of this Demand?
Table 2.2 provides an overview analysis of the developrnent of North Continent container
volumes in terms of type. Three categories are here identified. which have each recorded
distinct development over the period:

r Deepsea container movernents include all direct container shipments between the
European markets and other world trading regions.

r Transshipment and relay handlings constitute container movements belween vessels _
either as part of regional 'hub and spoke' distribution or as a relay operation between
deepsea services.

r Intra-Europe container handling is generated by direct shipments between European

markets and is sometimes undertaken at dedicated 'shortsea' container terminals.

Each of these market sectors (although related) is distinct and are driven by different factors.
With regard lo deepsea and transshipment volumes. the level of trade between Europe and
distant economies is central in driving demand growth. This applies directly to deepsea
operations and also funds transshipment dernand. In the case of the latter, demand is a
function nol simply of underlying economie trends but also of shipping economics, the
introduction of larger vessels and the comparative costs of direct versus transshipped
delivery'.

Table 2.2
North Continent Container Port IVlarket bv Tyoe 1990/2003

1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
OOOTEUs

Deepsea 5502.7 7290.6 7772.6 8314.6 8974.1 9601.0 10383.0 10572.4 11206.0 12439.0
Transship.lRelay 1973.2 3192.2 3342.9 3795.8 4201.2 4702.5 5184.1 5389.1 6140.1 6963.7
Inter-Europe 2241.2 2629.8 2779.5 3180.4 3473.0 3815.6 4184.5 4279.7 4873.6 5241.1
Total 9717.1 13112.6 13895.0 15290.8 16648.3 18119.1 19751.6 20241.2 22219.7 24643.8
Percentage
Deepsea 56.6 55.6 55.9 54.4 53.9 53.0 52.6 52.2 50.4 50.5
Transship.lRelay 20.3 24.3 24.1 24.8 25.2 26.0 26.2 26.6 27.6 28.3
Inier-Europe 23.1 20.1 20.0 20.8 20.9 21.1 21.2 21.1 21.9 21.3
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sou ree: Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

In contrast, inter-European operations are a function of trade within the region, and th is sector
competes with other modes su eh as ro-ro shipping and longhaul intermodal and fixed link
alternatives. As congestion worsens on European roads, th is sector is increasingly being
favoured at the policy leveL. From a port development viewpoint this does. however.
constitute a distinct markeI.

Port demand generated by trade to/from distant markets (both directly and including
transshipments) is the rnost significant demand sector. With regard to the North Continent
rnarket. the most important trend has been the progressive increase in the proportional
irnportance of transshiprnent movements - increasing frorn under 24 per cent in 1995 to
around 28.3 per cent in 2003. The total North Continent transshipment market now equates
to nearly 7m TEU per annurn - an annual average growth rate of 10.3 per cenl. There is no
indication that demand ¡rorn this sector is slowing.

The transshipment market is eonsidered in detail in Task 2.

Section 2: Demand Growth 9
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What is the Positon in the Immediate WeT Market?
Against these background trends, attent ion is now focused on the development of the
'Immediate Markel'. For this study. the core market for WCT terrninals wi~l be accounted for
by shipmenls in the range of ports between Dunkirk and Amsterdam. The development of
demand is summarised on a port-specific basis in Table 2.3.

Tliis is - to 50me extent - an over-sirnplification, with WCT's hinterland also overlapping with
that of Le Havre for the northern French markets and for the German ports in the Ruhr and
eastern European zones. In addition, transshipment will be a major target area of the
proposed WCT facilities and this is best understood from the regional (i.e. entire North
European) perspective. This study addresses these issues by focusing on the Immediate
Market and also developing a background analysis of the developrnent of demand in the
I~orth Continent and transshipment markets as a whoie.

Table 2.3
The lmmediate Market: Lo~Lo Container Handling Volumes 1990/2003

1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
aOOTEUs
Amsterdam 69.0 91.1 136.6 64.2 35.2 46.2 52.8 47.8 45.0 44.5
Rotterdam 3665.9 4787.0 4971.0 5495.0 6011.5 6341.8 6274.6 6096.1 6515.5 7106.8
Vlissingen 2.7 7.9 8.2 9.7 13.9 14.7 11.3
Antwerp 1549.1 2329.1 2653A 2969.2 3265.8 3614.2 4082.3 4218.2 47772 5445.4
Zeebrugge 244.8 335.6 329.4 353.1 435.9 470.7 518.5 321.4 366.6 395.9
Dunkirk 70.4 70.9 54.2 65.7 81.2 107.3 148.5 150.6 160.8 161.9
Total 5599.2 7613.7 8144.6 8949.9 9837.5 10588.4 11086.4 10848.0 11879.8 1316S.7
Percentage
Amsterdam 1.2 1.2 1.7 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3
Rotterdam 65.5 62.9 61.0 61.4 61.1 59.9 56.6 56.2 54.8 54.0
Vlissingen 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Antwerp 27.7 30.6 32.6 33.2 33.2 34.1 36.8 38.9 40.2 41.4
Zeebrugge 4.4 4.4 4.0 3.9 4.4 4.4 4.7 3.0 3.1 3.0
Dunkirk 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.2
Tata! 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sou ree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

Some very important trends emerge from a review of the port-specific data here delailed:

r The most significant trend has been the decline in the market share of Rotterdam's
terminals. In 1990 these facilities accounted for nearly 66 per cent of all containers
shipped in the Immediate Market. By 1995 th is had fallen to 63 per cent bul in 2003 the
port accounted for just 54 per cent of regional demand.

r This decline in market share has been reciprocated by stronger de mand growth in
Antwerp. The port's market share has developed from 27.7 per cent to 41.1 per cent over
the period.

r The other important point to note is that all other terminals - despite significant
investment at each location - remain of marginal importanee within the market. Clearly,
tlie establishment of capacity is no guarantee of significant market share.

It is apparent that the developrnent of WCT's market role wi~l be dependent upon its
cornpelilive position in the regional market. It wi~l be necessary to carefully define the role of

Section 2: Deniand Growth 10
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tlie terrninal and to assess its competitive position directly against the major Rotterdam and
Antwerp terminals - see Section 4.

The growlh in the Irnmediate Market - and the balance of the North Continent zone - is
further summarised in Figure 2.1. Here the dynamic nature of the market is weil illustrated,
with a very strong and broadly based development noted in both sectors. The proportional
share of the Irnmediate Market within the broader port context remained remarkably stabie
over the period to 1999 at between 57/59 per cent. More recently, problems at Rotterdarn _
specifically the relocation of significant transshipment volurnes by Maersk Sealand to
Bremerhaven have cornplicated the position, with rnarket share falling to around 53.5 per
cent. This decline has now been arrested and it is forecast that current market share will be
suslained over the forecast period,

For the entire period since 1995 growth in the Immediate Market has averaged some 7.2 per
cent per annurn, This includes the problematic year of 2001 when volumes actually declined.
Since 2001 growth has averaged around 10.2 per cent. There was clearly a period of
structural adjustment noted. but growth in the Immediate Market is now back on track.

Figure 2.1 - The lmmedjate Market and Other North Continent Demand Since 1990 "~i
1,1000

GOOO
1',ÈÏOiher North~'c;ntinen-;"i.i'mi Immediate Markei !.._._-".._---

12000

10ÜDQ

2000

90919293~%%~9B990001 W~

Table 2.4 summarises the development of demand by category in the Immediate Market. The
development of demand in the Immediate market closely reflects the broader trends identified
with regard to tlie entire North Continent market, although transshiprnent accounts for a
srnaller market share in tliis region and has grown less rapidly than lor the market as a whoie.

With regard to demand growth by type:

T Direct deepsea transshiprnent demand has expanded by 79 per cent since 1995 to reach
a tot al of 7.82m TEU in 2003 - an annual average growth rate of 7.7 per cent. Following
the uncertainty of 2001 de mand has expanded very rapidly with an annual average rate of
11.7 per cent noted since then.

8ection 2: Demand Growth
11
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r Transshipment and relay demand has also increased rapidly - by 68 per cent - over the
period and. an annual ave rage growth rate of 6.9 per cent is noted. This sector is seen to
be more volatile. with the switching of transshipment between UK and Gerrnan ports
being noted. Despite this. a very dynamic trend is recorded.

r Inira-European demand has been generally more Iimited in expansion. Since 1999 an

average annual growth rate of around 5 per cent has been noted. In th is sector.
cornpetition is between the major ports and also smaller capacity terminals and
alternative rnodes (ferry, Channel Tunnel, etc.). As such th is conslitutes a distinct part of
the market.

Table 2.4
fmmediate Container Port Market by Tvpe 1990/2003

1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

OOOTEUs

Deepsea 3510.7 4370.2 4675.0 5369.9 55779 6024.8 6341.4 6270.2 6914.0 7820.4
Transship./Relay 911.4 1369.2 1513.9 1730.7 1876.9 2020.0 2073.1 1844.2 2067.4 2292.6
inter-Europe '11772 1874.2 1955.7 1849.3 2382.8 2543.6 2671.8 2733.7 2898.3 3052.7
TotaJ 5599.2 7613.7 8144.6 8949.9 9837.S 10S88.4 11086.4 10848.0 11879.8 1316S.7
Percentage
Deepsea 62.7 57.4 57.4 60.0 56.7 56.9 57.2 57.8 58.2 59.4
Transship./Relay 16.3 18.0 18.6 19.3 19.1 19.1 18.7 17.0 17.4 17.4

inter-Europe 21.0 24.6 24.0 20.7 24.2 24.0 24.1 25.2 24.4 23.2
TetaJ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sou ree: Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

Table 2.5 provides a review ot the developrnent of deepsea container movements in the core
market by region in the 1990/2003 period. In order to simplify the analysis at this stage the
following deflnitions of deepsea cargo flows have been wtilised:

r Far East - all (direct) shipments to/frorn markets ASEAN and other East Asian markets;

r North America - all (direct) shipments to/from the USA and Canada;

rOther Deepsea - all (direct) shipments to/from other non-European markels.

This provides a general indication of the levels of demand growlh in the market as a whoie.

By far the most significant trend has been the increased importanee of the Asian trades wilhin
the overall port market. Since 1995. demand on these trades has increased by 118 per cent
to reach a total of 3.7m TEU. This equates to an annwal average growth rate of 10.4 per cent
(even given tlie market contraction noted in 2001). The Far East markets accounted for some
47.5 per cent ot all deepsea containers handled in the region in 2003. This is a continuing
trend of major importance and it is on these trades that the largest shlps are deployed.

It should also be noted lhat deepsea demand with other regions has also been dynamic. with
an annual average growth rate of 5.7 per cent and 5.6 per cent noled on North American and
'Other Deepsea' trades, respectlvely.
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Table 2.5
Immediate iVarket - Deepsea Container Throuahput by Trading Zone 1990/2003

1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
OOOTEUs

Far East 1193.6 1704.4 1907.4 2319.8 2510.0 2699.1 2866.3 2840.4 3180.5 3714.7
I\oiih America 1235.8 1315.4 1365.1 1503.6 1478.1 1626.7 1699.5 1692.9 1853.0 2033.3
Others 1081.3 1350.4 1402.5 1546.5 1589.7 1699.0 1775.6 1736.8 1880.6 2072.4
Deepsea 3510.7 4370.2 4675.0 S369.9 S577.9 6024.8 6341.4 6270.2 6914.0 7820.4
Percentage
Far East 34.0 39.0 40.8 43.2 45.0 44.8 45.2 45.3 46.0 47.5
l\Jorth America 35.2 30.1 29.2 28.0 26.5 27.0 26.8 27.0 26.8 26.0
Others 30.8 30.9 30.0 28.8 28.5 28.2 28.0 27.7 27.2 26.5
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Soui'ce: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

This overview of the struclure of regional demand reveals several major points about the
position of regional ports:

r Demand has continued to be concentrated at the major terminals in the Antwerp-
Rotterdam zone. Secondary facilities have failed to develop a signiticant market role.

r The relatively low costs and high productivity have been very successful in boosting the

rnarket role of Antwerp in regional deepsea flows, despite the time penalties of Scheldt
transit.

r Antwerp is fairly limited in the Asian lrades. with th is being partly a function of less than
optimum water depth for the largest vessels on lhese lrades.

r The addition of a new Scheldt terminal (at Vlissingen) would offer considerable

complementary opportunities for linking strong levels of Antwerp tmffic with Asian cargo
flows.

r This would constitute a rnajor deepwater alternative to Rotterdam and the terminal would

be weil suited to the current and anticipated ba la nee of demand in the region.

2.3 Aclual Demand v. Projeeled Demand Growlh

A period of 2.5 years has elapsed since the last detailed forecasts of demand lor the
proposed terminal we re prepared. During that period the economy of the EU in general
has recorded disappointing growth and there has been some considerable uncertainty at
the world leveL. It is now possible to review how the market has actually developed since
then with the forecasts developed at that time. The results are summarised in graphic
terrns in Figure 2.2.

Several points emerge trorn th is analysis:

r More data has become available in the past two years with regard to the role of ra-ro
demand within the regional market. In this analysis ro-ro container handling has
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been excluded, where possible. frorn the analysis. This rneans that the base data is
somewhat lower than had previously been assessed3.

r Despite th is adjustment. with regard to the development of demand in the entire
I~orth Continent market total demand exceeded thal forecast in 2001. In 2003 total
volumes reached 24.6m TEUs - 50me 3.7 per cent higher than originally forecast in
the Base Case.

r With regard to the Immediate Market, total volumes are sornewhat less than

projected - but this is partially due to the re-basing of the data to exclude ro-ro
operations. In terms of proportional increase the actual development of demand in
2003 was seen to be 18.7 per cent higher than in 2000. This contrasts to our earl ier
projection of an increase of 17.2 per cent.

r The earlier forecasts we re designed to represent average growth rates. As such. the
earl ier understated the irnpacl of the economie slowdown of 2001 but are now back
on track.

It ean be concluded that our earlier rnethodology represented a valid approach to
torecasting demand. and attention is now directed towards providing an updated view of
potential developments on lhe basis of macro-economie and shipping-specific factors.

Figure 2.2 ~ Actual v. Forecast Development Since 2000
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2.4 Forecast Demand Growlh

In considering the future development of container port demand - and th us the potential
market for WCT - the most important question to answer must be 'what are the fundamental
forces that are driving dernand growth?', Fuiihermore, has the recent period of drarnatic

This is specifically relevant ta the role af Zeebrugge in the Immediate Market. Data for tliis port now
excluded ra-ra containei-s.
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dernand increases been the result of a specific special market situation or wi~l recent demand
growth trends continue into the forecast period?

The primary characteristic of regional container port demand is its relation to trade volume
to/from and within the EU markels. Global trade in rnanufactured goods represents the
natural conslituency of containerisation. These inter-regional flows have driven the
development of deepsea and transshipment demand in the European ports - these sectors
are central to demand in the Immediale lVarkel. There are additlonal demands for intra-
European movements of containers but these are of far more restricted Importanee. In
looking to the future il is apparent th at as long as inter-regional trade grows - the continuing
'globalisation' of the world economy - then container volumes and port demand wi~l continue
to expand rapidly.

Tliroughout the period since the mid-1980s tlie expansion of the OECD economies has been
directly linked to inter-regional trade growth. This relation between economie growth and
lIade volumes is fundamenlal to an understanding of the development of the container
market in northern Europe.

This Section proceeds lo:

r Summarise the relalion between econornic growth and trade volumes in the EU markeI.
r Detail the longer terrn linkages between economie growth and container port demand _

both in the broader I~orth Continent market and in the Immediate MarkeI.
r Summarise the macro-econornic outlook for the region under review.
r Apply the established relations to container flows in order to define potential demand

growth.
r Assess how the current projection of regional demand compares wilh the earlier

forecasts.

Table 2.6 utilises OECD and IIVF-produced data to contrast the development of total GDP
and regional port demand over the period since 1986. The quantificatlon of trade volumes
ulilises gross year-on-year import volumes. Although th is includes transfers of services as
weil as goods (and is thus only indirectly comparable with container trade volumes) the
general relation between tlie two variables is of some relevance.

The general posilion may be characterised as follows:

EU economie development over the period has been partly funded by the increased
integration of the economy into world trade patterns. There is seen to be a direct quantifiable
link between year-on-year economie growth and overall trade volumes. Total trade volumes
are, in turn, linked to containerised goods flows. There is, therefore, a methodologicallink
between the two key variables - GDP developrnent and container port demand.

Tlie overall period has been characterised by sustained econornic expansion, but during
periods of economie contraction or slowdown - as was noted in Europe over 1993 and has
been noted over 2002 and 2003 - there was seen to be a considerable contraction (or
slowdown in the pace of expansion of) total import volumes. The subsequent economie
upturns have been reflected in very strong renewed growth in trade. However, the dynamlsm
of the container trade seclor saw limited growtli malntained for these cargoes during th is
perlod.

A fui1her trend has been the rapid increase in trade to/frorn the Aslan rnarkets _
especially China. This process of 'globalisalion' has been the most significant economie
trend impacting on long-haul container trad es in the past five years and has resulted in
trade volumes continuing to expand rapidly despite the slower econornic growth. This is
likely to continue in the eoming period and wil I generate even greater demand growtli.
The implieations of this are complex and are considered in the following forecast
analyses. This represents a significantly increased medium term demand potentia!.
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¡able 2.6

IIJorth Europe: Economie Deveíopment anti Container Port Demand 1986/2003
- annual percentage change

EU GD? Growth Import Volumes Total Container Deepsea & Trans lmportfExport
- Total Port Demand shipment Demand Demand

1986 2.8 6.1 5,4 3.2 3.8
1987 2.2 7.6 7,4 5.2 2.7
1988 4.2 7.9 10.5 10.3 10.1

1989 3.5 8.5 5.0 8.0 7.6
1990 3.0 6.3 3.2 6.5 3.0
1991 1. 4.0 6.2 8.6 5.6
1992 1.1 3.6 6.7 7.6 6.8
1993 -OA -3.3 4.6 4.8 0.6
1994 2.8 7.8 10.7 9.2 8,4
1995 2.4 7.2 5.3 5.3 4.0
1996 1.7 3.9 6.4 6.0 6,4
1997 2.6 8.9 9,4 9.0 8.9
1998 3.0 9.3 8.6 8.8 8.3
1999 2.7 7.5 8.6 8.6 7.8
2000 3,4 9.5 8,4 8.8 8.6
2001 1.7 2.1 1.7 2.5 2.0
2002 1.1 0.7 8.5 8.7 8.3
2003 0.7 0.9 8.7 11.9 10.0

Souree: IMF/OECD/Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

Of course. OECD data is collated at the nationallevel and therefore fails lo distinguish
between trade within the EU and with external trading partners. As has already been
stated. container flows are primarily determined by the flows of goods to/from the EU
frorn olher global regions.

Figure 2.3 provides some further illustration of the development of the following
irnportant annual variables over the longer-term periode

r EU GDP growth - rea i percent per annum;

r Total EU import volumes (real annual developrnent - percent per annurn);

r Total container port demand - all containers hand led (TEUs) percent per annurn;

r External trade - deepsea and half of container transshipment (TEUs) percent per

annum;

r Total import/export demand - deepsea and intra-Europe volumes (TE Us) percent

per annum.

It is apparent from this analysis that there is a relationship between the development of
the regional economy. lotal trade flows and also - most importantly - the development of
exlra-regional trade volumes in the containerisation sector. As long as trade grows
broadly in both the intra- and extra-EU sectors, then this relationship wil i be central to
projection of future container flows. It must be noted at this stage th at there has been no
slowdown in the relative pace of demand growth in the extra-EU sector - despite the
I'apid integration of the EU national economies since 1992. Indeed, extern al EU trade
has expanded more rapidly.
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Figure 2.3 - EU Economie and Trade Indicators 1986/2003
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For the time horizon of the current study - to 2020 - the future growth in the EU will be
intimately linked with trade volurnes between member states and also with external
goods flows. It is regarded as extremely unlikely that extra-EU flows will suffer unless a
highly protectionist policy is applied. Under such circumstances the overall 

level of
growth would also be adversely affected.

This relation between GDP and trade is thus very useful in forecasting the development of
the container sector. Over the period as a whole it is apparent that trade has increased at a
rate in excess of the volume of year-on-year GDP developrnenl. The fundamental trade-
driven nature of the EU economy will continue to emphasise this relationship.

Given the importanee of the GDP/container trade relationship to analysing aggregate
potential for Antwerp. it is worth looking at this in some more detaiL. Figure 2.4 focuses
attention on the relation between GDP in the Irnmediate Market and the year-on-year growth
in container port dernand for this rnarkel. Such an analysis is. of course. an oversimplification
- especially insofar as the hinterland of these ports extends considerably bevond the local
region. However, some irnportant points ernerge from this exercise:

r There has been a close directional and proportional relation between these two variables;

, This relalion has been sustained throughout the period since 1990 and was noted even

during periods of economic contraction;

r There has been a gradual decrease in the intensily of the relation between GDP and port
demand in the region over most of the period.

The development of container port dernand has been sornewhat anomalous over 2002 and
2003, with th is resulting from a strong recovery in demand following a highly uncertain and
problematic 2001. This was due to specific difficulties in Rotlerdarn and underlines the
general and medium term nature of th is relation. Further, very strong demand growth has
been noted despiie sluggish economie expansion. This is also a manifestation of the
globalisation effect and seems certain to result in a significant mediurn term further boost to
demand growth.
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Fjgure 2.4 ~ Immediate Market Container Port Demand & GDP Since 1990
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The development of the relation is further detailed in Table 2.7 which surnrnarises the trend in
the relation between GDP and port demand for the North Continent market in the period
since 1986 and forecast over the period to 2020. The general trend has been one of a
decline in inlensity. although same significant annual fluctuations are noted in th is lrend.
Clearly, tliere has been a decline in the intensity of the relation. although th is has begun to
level oH since lhe late 1990s.

Table 2.7
The Ratlos Between AnnuaJ EU GDP Growth and N. Continent Container Port Demand Growth

GDP : Tota! GDP : Deepseal GDP : Import/Export GD? : Total
Port Demand Feeder Port Demand Port Demand Port Demand

- Enhanced Globallsation

Since 1986 : 3.12 : 3.31 : 2.81 : 3.12

Sinee 1994 : 3.45 : 3.57 : 3.29 : 3.45

Sinee 1998 : 3.53 : 3.91 : 3.57 : 3.53

Forecast 2004/201 0 : 2.65 : 2.75 : 2.45 : 3.20

Forecast 2011/2015 : 2.15 : 2.30 : 2.20 : 2.80

Foreeast 2012/2020 : 1.85 : 3.15 : 2.05 : 2.15

Sou ree: Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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The pace of this decline in intensity is an extremely diffcult subject. On the one hand there is
clear scope for continued transfer of European manufacturing to the East Asian markets
(specifically China), and lhis will follow automatically from the lower production costs of the
region and lhe extremely low transport costs offered by containerisation. From the other
perspective. the ability of lhe OECD nations to continue funding rnassive irnport surpluses wi~l
becorne problematic at some stage. A review of the situation in North America where wealth
- interpreled in terms of Purchasing Power Parity - is considerably greater than in the EU
and would indicate that the hinterland of the North European ports still has rnuch further to
expand.

In order to capture th is uncertainty. an additional case has been generated th at stresses the
central position of globalisation for regional demand growth. The main cases of this study
assurne a decline in the intensity of the relation progressively over the forecast period.
However, if globalisation continues at current levels for a further five-year period a
significantly higher demand profile is generated. This is labelled the 'Enhanced Globalisation'
case.

The historie and forecast nature of this relation is further summarised in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 ~ GD? : Port Demand Ratios 1986M2020
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The current analysis proceeds by presenting a surnmary of the development of the major
economies of OECD Europe th at wi~l continue to generate the Immediate Market hinterland in
the forecast period. The resulting run of underlylng average growth rates is th us utilised in
analysing the relalionship between trade and GDP on a sub-regional basis.

Regional Economie Deve/opment
Table 2.8 summarises the developrnent ot the GDP of the rnajor continental economies (and
the UK) for the period since 1990.
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Table 2.8
North Continent/UK GDP Development 1990/2003
- annuai percentage change

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Germany 5.7 5,0 2.2 -1.1 2.3 1.7 0.8 1.4 2.0 1.8 3.0 1.0 0.2 0.0
Nethertands 4.1 2.3 2.0 0.8 3.2 2.3 3.0 3.8 4.3 3.7 3.5 1.2 0.2 -0.5
Belgium 3.0 1.6 1.6 -1.5 2.7 2.6 1.2 3.6 2.2 3.0 4.0 0.7 0.7 0.7
France 2.5 0.8 1.5 -0.9 1.9 1.8 1.1 1.9 3.5 3.0 3.6 2.1 1.3 0.1

UK 0.4 ~ 1.5 0.1 2.5 4.7 2.9 2.6 3.4 3.0 2.1 3.0 2.1 1.7 1.9

EU 3.0 1.6 1.2 -0.4 2.8 2.4 1.7 2.6 3.0 2.7 3.4 1.7 1.1 0.7
EU Index 100.0 101.6 102.8 102.4 105.3 107.8 109.6 112.5 115.9 119.0 123.0 125.1 126.5 127.4

Souree: OECD/IMF

The major development lhat has been noted since our earlier analysis has been the severe
slowdown noted over 2002 and 2003. Tliis followed on from a period of very strong and
robus! economie expansion in the northern EU. which was initiated foliowing the recovery in
1994. Tlie ave rage EU groVlth was placed at sorne 3.4 per cent in 2000 but has since fallen
back to around 1.1 per cent in 2002 and ¡ust 0.7 per cent in 2003. This represents a severe
downturn in economie fortunes but projections indicate a period of renewed growth_

Table 2.9
North Continent Trade Indicators 1993/2003

- annual percentage change

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Germany
Irnports -5.4 7.3 5.9 3.1 8.4 8.6 8.5 10.0 1.2 -1.6 2.9
Exports -5.5 7.6 5.7 5.1 11.3 7.0 5.6 13.2 6.1 3.4 0.3
Netherlands
Imports -4.4 8.0 6.3 3.5 5.7 6.0 6.3 9.4 2.4 -0.2 -0.5
Exports 6.0 6.8 5.8 3,4 6.2 7.0 5.4 9.5 1.7 0.1 -0.5
Belgium
Imports 0.6 3.1 7.3 5.0 6.4 6.8 4.1 9.7 1.1 1.1 -0.2
Exports 6.7 10.1 8.5 4.7 6.6 6.9 5.0 9.7 1.3 0.8 -1.3
France
Imports -3.7 8.2 7.7 1.6 6.2 12.1 4.2 15.4 1.4 0.8 1.2
Exports 0.0 7.7 7,4 3.5 10.7 8.8 3.9 13.3 1.8 1.3 -2.2
UK

Imports 3.2 5.4 5.5 9.1 9.2 8.8 8.9 10.9 4.5 3.6 1.1

Exports 3.9 9.2 9.5 7.5 8.6 2.6 5.4 10.3 2.5 -0.9 -0.9

EU

Imports -3.3 7.8 7.2 3.9 8.9 9.3 7.5 9.5 2.1 0.7 0.9
Exports 1.2 8.8 8.0 4.7 9.9 6.2 5.2 12.8 2.7 0.9 -0.9

Souree: IMF/OECD/OSC Ltd.
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Difficulties in the German economy have been at the cenlre of these developments, with the
iailure to address struclural problems and lack of f1exibility in the economy severely curtailing
overall EU econornic expansion. The pace ot GDP increase has been marginally more
positive in France and - to alesser extent - in Belgium. In general terms overall economic
expansion has been rnaintained but only at a below trend level over 2002 and 2003.

Table 2.9 focuses on data soureed primarily trorn the OECD with regard to trade volurne
growth Oncluding inlra-EU flows). Once again, the pace of recovery noted since 1993 has
been the most significant factor for the period as a whole but - as is to be expected - a
slowdown in trade expansion has been noted in the period since 2000. Imports have
maintained a faster growth rate than exports over the period. with th is reflecting the
continuing importance of Asian sou reed irnports for the EU economy. The overwhelming
beneficiary of lhis expansion has been the container trade seclor.

Forecast Economic Deveiopment to 2020
Tile rationale for co re forecasts of regional container port demand have been analysed at
ienglh in earl ier studies and it is not necessary to recapitulate these arguments. In the
ciment paper the primary aim is to update the macro-economie forecast in the short-mediurn
tam and to work through the effects of these developments on forecast port demand. Also.
tiie horizon of these forecasts has been extended to 2020.

Tab!e 2.10

Forecast GDP Developments to 2020
" annual percentage change

2004 200S 2006-10 2011-15 2016-20
Base Case
Gennany 1.4 2.3 2.0 2.1 2.0
f\etherlands 1.0 2.0 2.2 2.1 2.0
Belgjum 1.9 2.8 2.4 2.1 2.0
France 1.7 2.4 2.2 2.1 2.0
Immediate Market 1.5 2.4 2.2 2.1 2.0
UK 2.7 2.9 2.3 2.3 2.2
EU 1.9 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.0
Low Case
Germany 1.4 2.3 1.8 1.9 1.9
hJetlierJands 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9
Belgium 1.9 2.8 2.2 2.0 1.9
France 1.7 2.4 2.0 2.0 1.9
Immediate Market 1.5 2.4 2.0 2.0 1.9
UK 2.7 29 2.1 2.1 2.0
EU 1.9 2.5 2.0 2.0 1.9

Source: OECD/OSC Ltd.

Table 2.10 presents a summary of the most recent forecasts for OECD economie
development for the near term period to end-2005. The tabulated data also includes a
framework of potential economie development for the balance of the period to 2020. This has
been identified as a Base Case (the most likely outcome when viewed from the current
perspective) and also a Low Case,

The pace of recovery from the current slowdown in the EU is the major uncertainty. Core
forecasts indicate an EU expansion of 1.9 per cent in 2004 and 2.5 per cent in 2005. The
mnge of subsequent development places ave rage growth mtes at around 2.2 per cent
through to 2010 and then some decline to around 2 per cent per annum over the balance of
the study period. This represents a stabilisation at growth rates somewhat slower than those
noted in the 1990s.
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Regionaf Container Port Demand Devefop to 2020
The effect of these revised developments on core demand forecasts has been defined. The
approach is to initially forecast the range of demand in the total North Continent port market
and then to assess the level of demand that wi~l be handled in the immediate zone. This has
been calculaled on the basis of rnaintenance of market share for these terminals within the
I~orth Continent. Tlie recent declines in the role of the Immediate Market within the North
Continent range have resulted primarily from uncertainties at Rotterdam and some capacity
constraints in Antwerp. This period is now passed and it is reasonable to assume that
current market shares will be suslained. This should be seen as a cautious assumption as
tliere is some potential for a further increase in market share for these ports.

The broad rnacro-economic frarnework detailed in this sludy underlines the generally very
posilive outlook for regional port dernand. Table 2.11 provides a summary of the forecast
development of total I~orth Continent port dernand on an annual basis to 2020.

Tliree cases are identified:

r The Base Case - currently regarded as the 'most likely' outlook.

r Tlie Low Case - which introduces more restricted GDP expansion into the forecasts.

r Tlie Enhanced Globalisation Case - which takes the Base Case economie projections

logether with a more intense development of container port demand lor the deepsea and
lransshiprnent seclors.

Under the Base Case economie condilions it is estimated that between 2003/2010 total
regional port demand will increase by some 47 per cent to reach a total of 36.2m TEU. This
expansion will continue, and a further dernand increase of 50 per cent will be noted to 2020.
Even under the Low Case economie conditions. slrong demand growth over these periods of
some 43 per cent and 47 per cent, respectively. is forecast.

It is apparent that there are very strong and sustained increases anlicipated even if the
overall pattern of demand growth identified since the 1990s is extrapolated in line wilh the
assumptions here identified. There is seen to be significant additional 'upside' to these
projections. however. If globalisation continues to accelerate and have the same impact on
total trade volumes. then there is clear scope for greater de mand generation within the sarne
overall level of economie expansion. Under the Enhanced Globalisation case demand will
increase by around 59 per cent in the period to 2010 and then dernonstrate a further
expansion of 68 per cent over the balance of the forecast period.

It is not elear exaciiy how this situation wil I develop, but it is apparent that further dernand
growth could potentially be realised. The need to include such a scenario represents a
significant rnodification over our earlier analyses.

Demand under each of these scenarios is further analysed in terms of type. and from this
perspective some significant rnodifications are apparent. Firstly. direct deepsea demand will
largely increase its market share over the period to 2005, despite tlie increasing volumes of
transliipped containers. Under the Base Case, deepsea traffic is set to increase from 12.4m
TEU in 2003 to around 19.1 m TEU in 2010 and then has the potential to reach nearly 30m
TEU at the end of the study period.

These increases wi~l also be mirrored in tlie closely linked feeder sector. It is anticipated that
North Continent transshipment demand will reach nearly 1 Om TEU in 2010 and then 14.6m
TEU in 2020. This development wi~l be funded by increased vessel sizes. further moves
towards port concentration and rationalisation and the far greater use of relay operations
between deepsea vessels linking major arterial trades.
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Table 2.11

Forecast North Continent Container Port Demand to 2020
. million TE Us 

Deepsea Inter Europe Transshipment Tata!
Base Case
03 12.44 5.24 6.96 24.64
04 13.02 5.39 7.21 25.62
05 13.94 5.67 7.64 27.25
06 14.85 5.94 8.06 28.84
07 15.81 6.22 8.49 30.52
08 16.84 6.51 8.95 32.30
09 17.94 6.81 9.44 34.19
"! 19.10 7.13 9.95 36.18
11 20.12 7.34 10.36 37.81
12 21.18 7.55 10.79 39.52
13 22.30 7.77 11.23 41.30
14 23.48 7.99 11.70 43.17
15 24.72 8.21 12.18 45.12
16 25.66 8.50 12.63 46.79
17 26.63 8.79 13.10 48.52
i B 27.63 9.10 13.58 50.31
19 28.68 9.41 14.09 52.18
20 29.76 9.74 14.61 54.11
l_ow Case
03 12.44 5.24 6.96 24.64
04 13.02 5.39 7.21 25.62
05 13.94 5.67 7.64 27.25
06 14.77 5.91 8.02 28.70
07 15.65 6.16 8.41 30.22
08 16.59 6.41 8.82 31.82
09 17.58 6.68 9.25 33.51
W 18.63 6.95 9.70 35.28
11 19.58 7.14 10.08 36.80
12 20.57 7.33 10.48 38.38
13 21.62 7.53 10.89 40.03
14 22.71 7.72 11.32 41.75
15 23.87 7.93 11.76 43.55
16 24.72 8.19 12.17 45.08
17 25.61 8.46 12.60 46.66
18 26.53 8.73 13.04 48.30
19 27.48 9.02 1350 50.00
20 28.47 9.32 13.98 51.6
Enhanced GlobaHsation
03 12.44 5.25 6.96 24.64
04 13.17 5.33 7.33 25.83
05 14.32 5.56 7.93 27.81
06 15.48 5.76 8.53 29.77
07 16.73 5.96 9.18 31.86
08 18.07 6.17 9.87 34.11
09 19.53 6.37 10.61 36.51
10 21.0 6.57 11.41 39.08
11 22.53 6.78 12.07 41.38
12 24.05 7.00 12.76 43.81
13 25.67 7.22 13.49 46.39
14 27.40 7.45 14.26 49.11
15 29.25 7.67 15.08 52.00
16 30.75 7.76 15.73 54.24
17 32.33 7.83 16.40 56.57
18 33.98 7.91 17.11 59.00
19 35.72 7.97 17.85 61.54
20 37.55 8.02 18.61 64.18

Souree: Ocean Shippjng Consultants Ltd.
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The Low Case applies these same proportional rnarket shares to the lower demand growth
generated under these conditions and the results are also detailed in Table 2.11.

Wilh Enhanced Globalisation it is elear that considerably rnore rapid demand is anticipated
for both the deepsea and transshipment market sectors. It is also important to note that,
under th is scenario, the pace of inier-European container trade growlh is much slower, with
globally soureed manufactured goods partial!y displacing regional production. This case
represents a sharp acceleration in deepsea and transshiprnent traffic, with this having
considerable implications íor a project such as WCT.

Although these general trends are important, it is also necessary to identify lhe speciíic
outlook for the Immediate MarkeI. The posilion tor these ports is detailed under each case in
Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 ~ Forecast immediate Market Container Port Demand ta 2020
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It is anticipated that the Immediate Market wil! maintain rnarket share within the overal! North
Continent market as a whoie, although the relative irnportance of deepsea, transshipment
and local cargoes will differ significantly.

Once again, it is clear that the Base Case and Low Case generate a significant demand
increase. and the difference between these alternatives is limited. The Enhanced
Globalisation scenario provides considerable addition potential for the regional ports.

Table 2.12 provides the most important assessment of the market for WCT as it focuses on
the development of the immediate regional dernand. Under Base Case conditions total
de mand is forecast to reach 19.3m TEU in 2015 and then grow steadily to 28.9m TEU in
2020. There will be some shift in tavour of transhipment and deepsea volurnes within this
total but the general balance of demand by sector is forecast to remain fairly slabie.
Somewhat slower dernand growth is identified under the Low Case scenario. The Enhanced
Globalisation case sees demand increase rnore rapidly to 20.9m TEU in 2010 and 34.3rn
TEU at the end of the period.
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Table 2.12

Forecast Immediate Market Container Port Demand to 2020
"milion TE Us 

Deepsea Inter Europe Transshipment Tatal
Base Case
03 7.82 3.05 2.29 13.17
04 8.15 312 2.42 13.69
05 8.69 3.26 2.61 14.56
06 9.23 3.39 2.79 15.41
07 9.79 3.52 3.00 16.31
08 10.39 3.66 3.21 17.26
09 11.02 3.80 3.44 18.26
10 11.69 3.94 3.69 19.33
11 12.23 4.09 3.88 20.20
12 12.80 A.24 4.07 21.11
13 13.39 4.40 4.27 22.07
-i4 14.01 4.57 4.49 23.06
15 1466 4.74 4.71 24.10
16 '15.21 4.87 4.91 25.00
17 15.79 5.02 5.11 25.92
i8 16.39 516 5.33 26.88
19 1701 5.31 5.55 27.87
20 17.66 5.46 5.78 28.91
Low Case

03 7.82 3.05 2.29 13.17
04 8.15 3.12 2.42 13.69
05 8.69 3.26 2.61 14.56
06 9.18 3.37 2.78 15.33
07 9.69 3.49 2.97 16.14
OS 10.23 3.60 3.17 17.00
09 10.80 3.72 3.38 17.90
10 11.40 3.85 3.60 18.85
11 11.91 3.98 3.77 19.66
12 12.43 4.12 3.95 20.51
13 12.98 4.27 4.14 21.39
14 13.55 4.42 4.34 22.31
15 14.15 4.57 4.55 23.27
16 14.66 4.70 4.73 24.08
17 15.19 4.82 4.92 24.93
18 15.74 4.95 5.11 25.81
19 16.31 5.09 5.32 26.71
20 16.90 523 5.53 27.65
Enhanced Globalisatian
03 7.82 3.05 2.29 13.17
04 8.28 3.06 2.46 13.80
05 9.00 3.15 2.71 14.86
06 9.73 3.22 2.96 15.90
07 10.51 3.28 3.24 17.02
08 11.36 3.33 3.54 18.22
09 12.27 3.37 3.86 19.50
10 13.26 3.40 4.22 20.88
11 14.11 3.51 4.49 22.11
12 15.01 3.61 4.79 23.40
13 15.97 3.71 5.10 24.78
14 16.99 3.82 5.44 26.24
15 18.07 3.92 5.79 27.78
16 18.94 3.96 6.08 28.98
17 19.85 4.00 6.38 30.22
18 20.80 4.03 6.70 31.52
19 21.79 4.06 7.03 32.88
20 22.84 4.08 7.37 34.29

Souree: Ocean Sliipping Consultants Ltd.
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The future development of Imrnediate Market demand under the Base Case is detailed in
Figure 2.7, where il is apparent that the trend wi~l continue to favour the deepsea and
tmnsshipment markets and lhat the inier-regional flows wi~l record a decline in rnarket share.
Having said this, however. the overall market is forecasl to be highly dynamic and each
sector wil i record significant absolute growth.

Figure 2.7 ~ Forecast lmmediate Market Container Port Demand by Type to 2020
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The rnajor beneficiaries of greater globalisation of regional lrade flows will be the deepsea
and tmnsshipmenl markets, which wi~l be significantly stirnulated under these conditions.
Once again, some of the acceleration in globalised demand that wi~l follow under these
conditions will be reciprocated by reduced growth in lhe European trades. The actual scope
of th is effect remains problematic to assess from the current perspective, however.

Within these totals. the relative sliares of the various major deepsea market sectors have
also been projected. In the short-term, it is that there will be a steady increase in the
irnportance of Asian trad es within toal deepsea demand (with th is specifically further
stimulating transshiprnent demand). This patlern is forecast to continue over the balance of
the period. with each region recording the following shares of deepsea demand under the
Base and Low Cases lo 2020:

Asia N.America Others
2003 47.5 26.0 26.5
2010 49.5 24.0 26.5
2015 51.5 21.5 27.0
2020 53.5 19.0 27.5

The effect of the increased globalisation trend wi~l focus on the Asian trades and it is
anticipated that regional rnarket shares (of an al ready more significant deepsea sector) wil I

develop as follows in th is case:
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Table 2.13

Forecast lmmediate Market Deepsea Container Port Demand to 2020 by Region
- million TEUs

Asia North America Other Deepsea Tota!
Base Case
03 3.71 2.03 2.07 7.82
04 3.90 2.10 2.16 8.15
05 4.18 2.21 2.30 8.69
06 4.46 2.32 2.44 9.23
OL 4.76 2.43 2.59 9.79
08 5.08 2.55 2.75 10.39
09 542 2.68 2.92 11.02
10 5.79 2.81 3.10 11.69
11 610 2.87 3.25 12.23
12 6.44 2.94 3.42 12.80
13 6.79 3.01 3.59 13.39
"¡ 4- 7.16 3.08 3.77 14.01
15 7.55 3.15 3.96 14.66
16 7.90 3.19 4.12 15.21
17 8.26 3.24 4.30 15.79
IS 8.64- 3.28 4.47 16.39
-i9 9.03 3.32 4.66 17.01
20 9.45 3.36 4.86 1".66
Low Case
03 3."1 2.03 2.07 7.82
04 3.90 2.10 2.16 8.15
05 418 2.21 2.30 8.69
06 4.44 2.31 2.43 9.18
OL 4.71 2.41 2.57 9.69
08 5.01 2.51 2.71 10.23
09 5.32 2.62 2.86 10.80
10 5.64 2.74 3.02 11.40
11 5.94- 2.80 3.1"7 11.91
12 6.25 2.86 3.32 12.43
13 6.58 2.92 3.48 12.98
14 6.92 2.98 3.64 13.55
15 7.29 3.04 3.82 14.15
16 7.61 3.08 3.97 14.66
17 7.94 3.11 4.13 15.19
18 8.29 3.15 4.30 15.74
19 8.66 3.18 4.47 16.31
20 9.04 3.21 4.65 16.90
Enhanced Globalisation
03 3.71 2.03 2.07 7.82
04 3.98 2.10 2.19 8.28
05 4.38 2.24 2.38 9.00
06 4.79 2.36 2.58 9.73
07 5.23 2.49 2.79 10.51
08 5.72 2.63 3.01 11.36
09 6.25 2.77 3.25 12.27
10 6.83 2.92 3.51 13.26
11 7.31 3.04 3.75 14.11
'12 7.83 3.17 4.01 15.01
13 8.39 3.30 4.28 15.97
14 8.99 3.43 4.57 16.99
15 9.62 3.57 4.88 18.07
16 10.15 3.66 5.13 18.94
17 10.71 3.74 5.40 19.85
18 11.29 3.83 5.68 20.80
19 11.91 3.91 5.97 21.79
20 12.56 4.00 6.28 22.84

Souree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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Asia N.America Others
2003 47.5 26.0 26.5
2010 51.5 22.0 26.5
2015 53.3 19.8 27.0
2020 55.0 17.5 27.5

Once again. these projections highlight the necessily for positioning the planned port
expansions to be primarily orientated to the rnajor Asian and other deepsea trades and their
associated feeder links. These sectors wi~l be by far the most dynarnic throughout the period.

The Shif to Larger Vessel Sizes
Il has been demonstrated in earl ier studies' that there is a rapid shift in favour of rnuch larger
vessels in container shipping. This wi~l be a crilical factor in deterrnining the competitive
position of a particular terminal - specifically in lhe Asia-Europe trades.

For the port sector. the focus is primarily on vessel draft and the depth of access channels
and berths. Since the early 1990s. major river ports su eh as Antwerp and Hamburg have
responded to these developments by deepening access channels. This has provided a
lemporary solution to these trends. However. there is now little scope to further improve the
position - except at very high and prohibitive cost - and the net effect has been increasing
,'estriclions on the tidal access window at rnajor container terrninals.

Tiie localional advantages of WCT me thus of increasing irnportance in the North Continent
market. Tliis will significantly improve the cornpetitive position of the terminal in the forecast
period. These issues have become even more pronounced in the past few years.

Table 2.14

¡he WCT Market M Kev Drauoht ConsideraIions
- dimensions in metres

f.ccess Channels
At Low Tide With Tidal Window

Berth Depth

Antwerp - Scheldt Terminals
\f\ ater Depth 13.3 14.5
fVI8ximum Draught 11.8 13.5
Rotierdam - Delta
Water Deptl1 19.5 20.5
Maximum Draught' 17.7 18.6
Vlissingen - WeT
Water Depth 14.7 16.6
Maximum Draught" 13.4 15.0

15.0
14.2

17.0/18.5
16.2/17.7

17.5
16.7

"- on current requirement of 12.5 per cent keel clearance at Antwerp
"* - on a 10 per cent keel clearance requirement typical for coastal terminals

Souree: Antwerp pA/OSe Ltd.

For the major Asian trades, the current position is characterised by the deployment of
vessels of up to 7000TEU, with typical vessels for major owners dominated by
4500/5500TEU unils. Already vessels in the 8500TEU size range are being delivered and
vessels of up to 10,000TEU are on order. Between 2010/2015, it can reasonably be
assumed that 12500TEU vessels wi~l be a feature of these long-haul trades, with aresuiting

4 'The Westerschelde Container Terminal' - Section 111.2
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iricreased use of transhipment operations. This analysis formed part of a detailed project
evaluating the technical and market outlook for 12,OOOTEU+ container vessels5

The comparalive position at the three competing locations - Antwerp Scheldt. Rotterdarn
Delta and WCT - is further considered in Table 2.14. In this analysis the available water
depth is surnmarised at Low Tide and also during a narrow ti dal window. The implications
for maximum vessel draught are also detined. In addition the alongside berth depth in each
terminal is also sumrnarised.

WCT otters a considerable improvement over the posilion at lhe Antwerp river terminals and
has a controlling water depth of some i 4. 7m. Wilh a keel clearance allowance of 10 per
cent, this indicates a maximum draught at all ties ot i 3m. There is a significant tidal range
- which is of rnore relevance at this location given the shorter time period to/from the open
sea - and within this window a maximum vessel draught of 15.7m is indicated. Whilst
accessibility is not as good as at Rotterdam. th is does represent a very significant and
gene rally competitive capability (without a requirement for dredging).

In surnmary, it is clear th at Antwerp is at a major disadvantage with regard to vessel draught
and access restrictions. As the market develops these will become aconstraint to the role of
lhe port. The issue of the further deepening of the Scheldt is therefore important with regard
lo the competitive posilion of WCT versus Antwerp terminals. There is sutticient dernand for
deepsea containers to juslify both the development of WCT and the deepening of the
Scheldt. However, if deepening is delayed then tl1e importanee of WCT will become even
more pronounced. WCT developments should be at least partially seen as an answer to
these emerging difficulties.

An estirnale has been made of the future development of Immediate Market demand in
terms of ship size category and the results are detailed for the Base Case in Figure 2.8.

.....--1Figure 2.8 - Forecast lmmediate Market Demand by Size Group to 2020
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It is apparent that the issue of larger vessels will becorne very irnportant in the regional
rnarket and an assessment of the potential market share of each class of vessel under lhe
th ree identified demand scenarios has been prepared. This is summarised in Table 2.15.

5 'Ultra Large Container Ships - a rnarket study' asc. 2000/2001 - comrnissioned by Lloyd's Register of

Shipping.
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Table 2.15

Forecast Immediate lVarket Container Port Demand bv Ship Size to 2020
- 'OOOTEUs

Up 10 2000 2001-3000 3001-4000 4001-S000 SOOl-6S00 6500-8000 ,8000 TEU Total
TEU TEU TEU TEU TEU TEU

Base Case
03 1.30 2.26 3.65 2.84 2.33 0.68 0.11 13.17
04 1.31 2.33 3,71 2.93 2.43 0.83 0.16 13.69
05 1.35 2.46 3.86 3.08 2.59 1.01 0.21 14.56
06 1.39 2.58 4.01 3.20 2.75 1.8 0.32 15.41
07 1.43 2.70 4.16 3.31 2.92 1.36 0.44 16.31
08 1.47 2.82 4.31 3.43 3.10 1.56 0.57 17.26
09 1.51 2.95 4.47 3.55 3.29 1.78 0.72 18.26
10 1.5A 3.09 4.63 3.67 3.49 2.02 0.88 19.33
11 1.58 3.19 4.72 3.76 3.64 2.22 110 20.20
i2 1.61 3.29 4.81 3.85 3.81 2.42 1.33 21.11
13 164 3.40 4.89 3.93 3.98 2.64 1.59 22.07
14 1.67 3.51 4.98 4.02 4.15 2.88 1.86 23.06
15 1.69 3.62 5.06 4.11 4.34 3.13 2.16 24.10
16 1.71 3.65 5.05 4.21 4.50 3.40 2.48 25.00
n 1.2 3.69 5.03 4.31 4.67 3.68 2.83 25.92
18 1.3 3.71 5.00 4.42 4.84 3.98 3.20 26.88
'i9 1.73 3.74 4.97 4.52 5.02 4.30 3.59 27.87
20 1,74 3.76 4.92 4.63 5.21 1..63 4.01 28.91
Low Case
03 1.30 2.26 3.65 2.84 2.33 0.68 0.11 13.17
04 1.1 2.33 3.71 2.93 2.43 0.83 0.16 13.69
05 1.35 2.46 3.86 3.08 2.59 1.01 0.21 14.56
06 1.38 2.56 3.99 3.18 2.74 1.17 0.31 15.33
07 1.41 2.67 4.12 3.28 2.89 1.35 0.43 16.14
08 1.44 2.78 4.25 3.38 3.05 1.54 0.56 17.00
09 1.48 289 4.38 3.48 3.22 1.75 0.70 17.90
10 1.51 3.01 4.52 3.58 3.40 1.97 0.86 18.85
11 1.53 3.10 4.59 3.66 3.55 2.16 1.07 1966
12 1.56 3.20 4.67 3.74 3.70 2.35 1.29 20.51
13 1.59 3.29 4.74 3.81 3.85 2.56 1.54 21.39
" L61 3.39 4.81 3.89 4.02 2.79 1.80 22.31
15 i .64 3.49 4.88 3.96 4.19 3.02 2.08 23.27
16 1.64 3.52 4.86 4.05 4.34 3.28 2.39 24.08
17 1.65 3.54 4.84 4.15 4.49 3.54 2.72 24.93
18 1.66 3.57 4.80 4.24 4.65 3.82 3.07 25.81
19 1.66 3.59 4.76 4.34 4.81 4.12 3.44 26.71
20 1.66 3.60 4.71 4.43 4.99 4.43 3.83 27.65
Enhanced Globalisation
2003 1.30 2.26 3.65 2.84 2.33 0.68 0.11 13.17
2004 1.32 2.35 3.74 2.95 2.45 0.83 0.16 13.80
2005 1.37 2.51 3.94 3.15 2.64 1.03 0.21 14.86
2006 1.43 2.66 4.14 3.30 2.84 1.22 0.33 15.90
2007 1.49 2.81 4.34 3.46 3.05 1.42 0.45 17.02
2008 1.55 2.98 4.55 3.62 3.27 1.65 0.60 18.22
2009 1.61 3.15 4.77 3.79 3.51 1.90 0.76 19.50
2010 1.67 3.34 5.00 3.97 3.77 2.19 0.95 20.88
2011 1.72 3.49 5.17 4.11 3.99 2.43 1.20 22.11
2012 1.78 3.65 5.33 4.26 4.22 2.69 1.48 2340
2013 1.84 3.82 5.50 4.42 4.46 2.97 1.78 24.78
2014 1.89 3.99 5.66 4.57 4.72 3.28 2.12 26.24
2015 1.95 4.17 5.83 4.73 5.00 3.61 2.49 27.78
2016 1.98 4.24 5.85 4.88 5.22 3.94 2.88 28.98
2017 2.00 4.30 5.86 5.03 5.44 4.29 3.30 30.22
2018 2.02 4.36 5.87 5.18 5.68 4.67 3.75 31.52
2019 2.04 441 5.86 5.34 5.93 5.07 4.23 32.88
2020 2.06 4.47 5.84 5.50 6.18 5.50 4.75 34.29

Souree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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Forecast Immediate Market Growth Rates
nie annual demand growth anticipated for total de mand in the reg ion under each scenario is
detailed in Table 2.16. It is apparent that in the short term some acceleration in demand
growth is forecast - with th is resulting from the faster underlying economie growth that is
projected for the region. The gradual maturing of the trades wi~l then see growth rates
decline, although these wi~l remain strong under the Enhanced Globalisation scenario.

Table 2.16

Forecasì Immediate Market Deniand Growth Under Various Scenarios
- annual average percentage

Low Case Base Case Enhanced
Globalisation

2003-05 517 5.17 5.17

2006-10 5.30 5.83 7.04

2011-15 4.30 4.52 5.88

20î 6-20 3.52 3.70 4.30

Source: Ocean Sliipping Consultants Ltd.

On th is basis it is clear that strong and robust growth has been identified for the Immediate
lV4arkel (and the North Continent market as a whoie). The Immediate Market wi~l maintain
market share and demonstrale sustained expansion across a range of economie conditions.
Within th is demand tlie greatest growth will be noted in the deepsea and transhipment
sectors - with specific reference to the Asian lrades. These sectors will be dorninated by
larger classes of vessels where lerminal and access water depth wi~l be critical. The WCT
project is correctly configured to rneet th is changing demand base.

Current Projections v. Earlier Forecasts
Figure 2.9 summarises the projections that were developed of the Immediate Market for the
WCT study of 2001 and cornpares them with the current outlook. Several points should be
noted:

r The re-basing of regional dernand (to net-out ro-ro containers) makes direct comparisons

difficult. However, it is clear that the overall outlook has not significantly altered and th at
there has been a marginal increase in the Base Case outlook.

r The new projections extend to 2020 and it is apparent that the pattern after 2015 will
essentially represent a continuation of tlie earlier trends.

r The major difference is the introduction of the Enhanced Globalisation scenario. It is not
clear if th is pattern wi~l continue or be sustained for the entire forecast period. However,
it is certain that the process of globalisation has further stimulated demand in th'e reg ion
and that there is the potential for such accelerated dernand growth in the reg ion.

Our projections confirm the earl ier outlook and identify considerable additional potential in the
market that was not as apparent in 2001.
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Figure 2.9 ~ Current v. 2001 Immediate Market Demand Forecasts
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SECTION 3 - CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT AND THE NEED FOR
THE WCT TERMINAL

3.1 Iritroduction

The analysis in Section 2 summarised the future range of potential demand growth in the
overall North Continent port market and further focused attention on the immediate potenlial
WCT market.

Against this background, th is Section summarises the following:

~ The current status of major container terminal investment programmes in the region.

r The forecast availability ot deepwater container berths.

r The most likely course of future capacity development for the North Continent container
handling sector" both with and wilhout the WCT project.

r Tlie changes in the supply side of the equation th at have been noted since 2001.

r Tlie major issues that will impact on the future market role of WCT.

t.n analysis is developed of the fulure development of regional container port supply and
de mand balances over the period to 2010. Tliis draws togellier lhe capacity projections here
developed with the demand forecasts from Section 2. This provides an overall estimation of
capacily-utilisation rates under various scenarios for the period.

TI,e Section concludes with a review of the effect of these factors on the development at
WCT.

3.2 Reoional Container Port Capacily Development

OSC have been maintaining analyses of the development of the capacity of regional
conlainer ports for some years and the accompanying data summarises the most likely
course for capacity from the current perspective. Capacity has been estimated on the basis
of design capabilities of the terminals. In some instanees the actual volumes of a particular
terminal may be exceeded. This does not necessarily represerit high efficiency at a particular
location but may weil reflect severe and localised port congestion, with inefficiencies moved
elsewhere in the transport chain.

Furthermore, it is elear th at there are pressures in the North European reg ion to significantly
up-rate the capacity of individual terminals without - necessarily" investing directly in new
quays or new yard areas. For example, in Felixstowe the current productivity improvement
programme is designed to squeeze additional capacity trom the existing terminals. This
pattem will be repeated elsewhere in the range and will have the effect of boosting capacity at
existing terminals.

Having said th is. however, tlie most importani influence wi~l be the addition of new terminals
in the range, with this directly boosting development of capacity. The lead-times associated
with lhe introduction of new Iiandling capacity indicate that a fairly comprehensive picture of
the availability of regional capacity can be derived over the medium term to " say " 2012,
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Beyond this date, allhough the structure of major plans is fairly clear the timing is far less
certain. What is more. these further developments will be dependent on the level of the
market in the short term. This analysis is. therefore, designed to provide a review of the
general level of the regional port market in the interirn period.

The following analysis evaluates the development of port capacity in the North Continent
markets with specific reference to the identified Imrnediate Market for WCT. The study uses
these projections to assess the implications of lhese projects on the future overall
supply/demand balance.

North Continent Port Projects and Capacity Deveiopments
Table 3.1 provides an overview of major port development projecis in the North Continent
region and identifies their capacity and the most likely timeframes for development. This is
based not sirnply upon quoted or planned tirnings but. rather, represents a critical assessment
of the actual 'rnost likely' courses of developrnent. There have been considerable changes
110ted with regard to the timing of planned developments since the analysis conducted in
2001.

It is apparent that virtually all ot the major ports are currently scheduling very significant
capaciiyadditions. Fui1herrnore. given the highly competitive structure of the regional port
induslry (and the role of stale investmenl in infrastructure projects) rnost of these major
proposals seern certain to proceed alrnost irrespective of the supply/demand balance. Aside
hom the position with regard to WCT. the major uncertainties within th is project listing may be
suiimarised as follows:

rAfter several years of uncertainly it now seems that a financing agreement has been

secured belween lhe City of Rotterdam and the Dutch Government for the development
of the Maasvlakle II project - although the final structure of the project remains unclear. It
would now seem possible lhat capacity could be introduced from 2010 onwards.

r The schedule for the proposed deepening of the River Scheldt remains unclear. Altliough
some political settiement between Belgium and lhe Netherlands seems certain, the actual
implications for the container terminals in Antwerp are a major uncertainty. This wi~l have
an effecl not simplyon the competitive position of tlie terminals with regard to deepwater
access but will also impact on the actual capacity of the terminals at Antwerp. This is of
direct and immediate relevance to WCT.

Whilst major uncertainties rernain there have also been some c1arifications:

rAfter prolonged uncertainties over timing the Euromax project at Rotterdam is now

proceeding. It seems likely that capacity wi~l be introduced from 2006.

r In Germany the proposed Wilhelmshaven container terminal now seems Ilkely to proceed,
although the associated timeframe is uncertain. This will have the effect of altering the
supply/demand balance in the range as a whole - with these effects being focused on
demand for the largest classes of container carriers.

It remains necessary to adopt a critical review of the major compeling port development
projects that are underway in order to deflne the 'most Ilkely' course of the supply side of the
port equation to be defined.

Northern France
Le Havre's Port 2000 project Is designed to double the port's container handling capacity by
2006. Planned developrnent consists of two phases of four berths and two berths
respectively, wlth the second phase currenUy scheduled lo follow Imrnediately on the heels of
the first. Construction on the Euro 0.56bn prograrnme commenced in early 2002. A further
Euro 72m have been budgeted for in land road and rail connections, Euro63mm of which is
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intended for raiL. Tlie infrastructure costs of the entire project are put at Eur0640rn, and are
being state tinanced. Another six berths are planned thereafter to complete a continuous quay
ot twelve berths lotalling 4.200m, but have not vet been scheduled.

The intention is to accommodate the largest vessels with draughts of 14.5m, but depth of up
to 17m could be provided in the long term, if required by future larger vessels. The following
agreements have been announced for the Port 2000 project:

r MSC and Terminaux de Norrnandie (Perrigauit) have an agreement with the port authority
to use two berths at the new terminal;

r CMAlCGM and its partner. Gènèrale de la Manutention Portuaire (now part-owned by
P&O Ports and CMA/CGM). have a similar agreement for a further two berths;

r Maersk Sealand and Perrigauit (parent of Terrninaux de Norrnandie) have signed a letter
of intent covering the remaining two.

Around 50 per cenlof Le Havre's hinterland comprises tlie Paris region and - although there
is clear scope to take a larger share of th is market - the possibilities for a further extension in
tiie broader region are somewhal problematic. A large part of the planned growth in demand
al lhe pOli will be funded by greater transshiprnent operalions.

Al Dunkirk. the Quai de Flandres is being extended from 470-780m, and access draught is
being increased from 13-14.5m. Completion is scheduled for 2004 and depth alongside has
been increased from 14.5m to 16.5m. Central and regional govemment and tlie port authority
are linancing the FF370m cast of the project. In 2002, the Inter Ferry-Boats/port authority
joint company, wliich operates the terminal. commissioned a super post-panamax crane,
capable of reaching across 22 containers; it has options on two rnore.

Tliere are also plans to build two new berths. totalling 400m. at Rouen over 2003-05.

Despiie these major plans it must be stressed that French container ports have generally
recorded an unsatisfactory development since the mid-1980s. These diffculties are
essentially slructural and adrninistrative and are not attributable to any lack of physical
capacity. For example, at present the Port Authorily is the direct ernployer of the crane
drivers. it is no coincidence th at average crane productivity in the rnajor French ports is
around 20 moves per hour. This compares with a rate of around 39 at Antwerp and
underlines the lack of f1exibility of operations. The cranes are used for fewer hours per dav
and achieve lower productivity during operation,

These issues must be addressed if the polential role of the ports is to be realised. The inward
investment frorn intemational operators such as P&O Ports. MSC and Maersk Sealand Iias
the potential to alter th is siluation but we remain cautious about the true scope for increasing
productivity and reforming the stevedore sector. it seems likely that despite massive
investment Le Havre wi~l continue to under peiiorm other competing ports over the mediurn
term, For this reason developments are peripheral to the Immediate Market.

Belgium
In addition to the Lelt Bank terminal developments, tlie most significant programme at
Antwerp centres on dredging of the iiver to allow vessels drawing up to 13.1 m to access the
port independent of tial conditions (with a keel clearance of 12.5 per cent). Following

approval by the Dutch and Flemish governments. a joint task force (cal led ProSes) is
expected to complete the necessary studies for the deepening of the River Scheldt by the end
of 2004. However, it is anticipated that this is unlikely to be cornpleted before 2008. The two
alternatives being considered allow access on all tides to vessels drawing 12.5m and 13,1 m,
respectively. In the longer run th is will be a very important determinant of the competitive
position of the port and for WCT.
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Tliere have been some significant changes in the structure of the Deurganckdok project and
th is wi~l alter the capacity of the port.

Table 3.1
hlorth Continent: Anticipated Containeroort investment

Port Operator Project Berthage Annual Cap. By End
- metres . m TEUs

l/lfestem Sector
Le Havre fviSC/Perrigault Port 2000. I 700 0.65 2004

CMA.CGM/P&O Ports 700 0.65 2005
Maersk Sealand/Perrigault Port 2000 - 11 700 0.65 2006

Dunkirk PA/Inter Ferry Boats Flanders Quay exlension 11 100 0.15 2004

Houen Port Authority Grand Couronne 400 0.20 2005

I-ntwerp Hesse-Noord Left Bank West I 1260 1.80 2005
Hesse-Noord Lett Bank West II 400 0.70 2006
P&O Ports Left Bank East II 1370 0.80 2005
P&O Ports Left Bank East III - 1 500 070 2007
P&O Ports Lett Bank East 111 - 2 580 0.80 2008
1:i&O Ports Left Bank East lil - 3 unknown 1.20 unknown
Hesse-I\joord Left Bank West 111 - 1 1080 0.41 2009
Hesse-Noord Left Bank West 111 - 2 0.41 2010
Hesse-Noord Left Bank West 111 - 3 0.41 2011
Hesse-Noord Lett Bank West III - 4 0.41 2013
Potential additional capacity
with Selieldt deepening 1 1.10 2008+

Vlissingen Hesse-Noord f\i/PA \Nestersehelde CT 900 0.70 2008
450 0.50 2009
450 0.50 2010
815 0.70 2011

Rotterdam P&O Nedlloyd Euromax 900 0.90 2007
900 0.90 2008

not known Maasvlakte II 1500 1.50 2010
1500 1.50 2012

Amsterdam IMCA Cornelder CT 0.20 2004

Eastern Sector
Hamburg HHLA Altenwerder CT - li 700 0.80 2005

Bremerhaven Eurogate CTIV 850 0.90 2007
850 0.90 2009

Wilhelmshaven Eurogate Deep-sea terminal 1700 0.90 2008
0.90 2010+

Sou ree: Ocean Siiipping Consultants Ltd

1 For an explanation of the potential importanee of deepening the River Scheldt on eapacity at Antwerp,

see the analysis detailed below from page 45.
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Delays to construction resulted trom opposition to development by residents in the nearby
village of Doel, who succeeded in obtaining a court ruling against zoning plans for the
northern extrernity of the first terminaL. However. these have now been resolved and the
project is being accelerated.

The first of the four Deurganckdok terminals wi~l be a 74h facility on the west of the doek. with
quay length of 1.650rn. This is now expecled on stream in 2006 and was to be operated by a
Hesse-Noord Natie/MSC joint venture. However, in late 2002. MSC pulled out of the joint
venlure. in favour of using the expanded capacity available at the Delwaidedok following the
merger of Hessenatie and Noord Natie. The entire West Doek Phases land II will now be
operated by Hesse-Noord. and this will include the CP Ships traffic originally scheduled for
the east side of the dock.

P&O Ports has been awarded the concession for the entire eastern side of the doek, on the
condition that it yields up the forrner Seaport Terrninal to MSC in the Delwaidedok. The
merger of adjacenl Hesse-Noord terminals in the Delwaidedok allowed capacity to be boosted
fmm 0.25-1.75m TEU/year and has provided a hub terminal for MSC'. The further rnove will
give P&O Ports an uninterrupted 2500rn of quay line.

There is scope for further doek construction af ter the Deurganckdok has been completed.
aithough the feasibility of such developments will be prirnarily linked to the deepening
programme.

Zeebrugge's pOli capacity is currently estimated at some 1.6rn TEU/year. A significant
pmportion of containers handled al the port - and counted in port statistics - are hand led by
ro-ro, with container lerminal operations focused on the Hesse Noord joint venture (OCHZ)
aiid the Flanders Container Terminals (FCT). There is as vet no dernand at the FCT and the
Seaport Terminal is no longer operational. The market position of Zeebrugge remains highly
uncertain.

The position of Zeebrugge is complex. On the one hand. major investment in quays and
associated rnarine works has been undertaken, and water depth is very competitive. This has
resulted in some inward investment from stevedoring companies - especially as a result of
congestion in Antwerp. However, demand growth has been disappointing. The port suffers
fmm poor barge links. which are critical in th is market. Despite low handling charges, good
waler depth and a good location in relation to the shipping lanes, the pOli has vet to
accelerate de mand as envisaged.

The lVether/ands
Deiia West is the last of the four terminals planned at Rotterdam's Delta Terminal, with 870m
of quay added during 2002 to the existing 600m. Meanwhile. the Delta Multi-User Terminal
has been being converted into a dedicated terminal for Maersk Sealand. 900m of quayage
was transferred to the Maersk Sealand Terminal in 2001 and thè remaining 750m in mid-
2002. The terminal is equipped with nine super post-panamax cranes. It is wholly owned by
Ivaersk Sealand. the disposal of ECT's slake being a condition imposed by the European
Commission on Hutchison Ports' acquisition of a majority stake in ECT.

TI,e anticipated cornrnissioning of the Euromax Terminal, P&O Nedlloyd and ECT's joint
venture to build and operate a container terminal at the northwest tip of the Maasvlakte. has
been delayed by at least a year to 2007, and possibly later. With 850m quay and 55h of
terminal space. the facility wi~l offer depth of 16.6m and capacity to handle 0.9m TEU/year
initially. Phase 2 will add 650m, double the terminal area and capacity and take the depth to
i9.6m if required.

2 It is passible that tlie capacity of lhe Delwaidedok could be baosted turther (to up ta around 3m TEU).

However, its location behind the loek makes such an outeome commercially unlíkely.
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The delay in the project is clearly related to the uncertainties concerning the Maasvlakte II
programme, but also the unclear position wilh regard to P&O Ports and P&O Nedlloyd has
made the siluation more complex. Now that a solution has been arrived at with regard to the
shipping line P&O Nedlloyd are proceeding with port investments - in cornpetition with P&O
Ports.

Although Rotterdam remains the largest individual container port in lhe North Continent
range. it is operating in a highly competitive environment. Despite the consolidation of the
greater part of container handling in the early 1990s under the ECT group, the level of
cornpetition from Antwerp has rernained at high levels. Further competition has also been
noled from both Bremerhaven and Felixstowe for the transshipment sector.

The following major uncertainties have faced the industry:

r Despile heavy inveslment. productivity in automated container handling has vet to be fully
accepted in the rnarket.

rAverage costs for container handling in Rotlerdam are significantly higher than in
compeling Belgian ports (although lower than in Germany).

r Two new dedicated (Iine-owned) facilities are under development - the Maersk Delta and
Euromax terminals.

r Delays with lhe Maasvlakte II have made planning problematic.

This rneans lhat Rotterdam wi~l remain vulnerable to competitive pressures for the next few
years, thus providing a major further opportunity for Antwerp and WCT.

At Amsterdam. the 0.95m TEU/year capacity Ceres Paragon Terminal was cornpleted in
2001. witli its 400m indented berth, but did not attract any customers. In 2002, NYK acquired
I~ew Jersey-based Ceres Terminals. The terminal has still to attract any long-terrn customers
and is a prime example of an innovative terminal that has been developed in the wrong place
- liehind the loek with poor intermodal linkages.

Table 3.2
North Continent Contaìner Port Capacitv Proiectíons to 2012 - with
VifCT
~ rnillion TEUs

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Dunkirk 0.35 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
Zeebrugge 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60
Antwerp 5.80 5.80 8.40 9.10 9.80 10.60 11.01 11.42 11.83 12.24
- with Scheldt Oeepening 5.80 5.80 8.40 9.10 9.80 11.10 12.11 12.52 12.93 13.34
Vlissingen 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 1.20 1.70 2.40 2.40
Rotterdam 9.05 9.05 9.05 9.05 9.95 10.85 10.85 12.35 12.35 13.85
Amsterdam 1.10 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30
Totallmmediate Market 17.90 18.40 21.00 21.70 23.30 25.70 26.61 29.02 30.13 32.04

Other French Pons 2.50 3.15 4.00 4.65 4.65 4.65 4.65 4.65 4.65 4.65
German Ports 10.30 10.30 1110 11.10 12.00 12.90 13.80 13.80 14.70 14.70

Total 30.70 31.8S 36.10 37.45 39.9S 43.25 45.06 47.47 49.48 51.39
- wit!? Scheldt Deepening 30.70 31.85 36.10 37.45 39.95 43.75 46.16 48.57 50.58 52.49

Sou ree: Ocean Shípping Consultants Ltd.
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Having considered individual port projects. attention is now turned to the future developrnent
of port capacity in the region. Although the North European market consists of several
discrete regions - for example. the Immediate Markel, the transshipment market, etc. - there
is a considerable degree of overlap in the markeI. As such, it is necessary to consider the
development of capacily from fhe following perspectives:

r Tlie North Continent range - Le Havre-Hamburg.

r The Irnrnediate Market - Durikirk-Amsterdarn.

In order to define the broad effects of the development dec is ion that is taken with regard to
tl,e WCT developrnent at Vlissingen, the analysis considers the effect of proceeding as
planned with these developments and their cancellation.

Table 3.2 summarises the capacity developrnent of the North Conlinent container terrninal in
tile period to 2012. Tliis time horizon represents the greatest distance over which such an
anaLysLs can be reasonably projected. given construction lead times and the role of interim
demand growth in rriggering the pace of addirional capacity investment.

It is estirnated that at the end of 2003, the toal capacity of the North Continent container
11andling market was some 30.7m TEU per annurn. Within this total. the capabilities of the
Immediate Market was 17.9m TEU, with Antwerp's effective economie capacity placed at an
estirnated level of 5.Srn TEU and Rotterdam contributing a further 9.1 m TEU of capacity.
These ports together accounred for $ome83 per cent of Immediate Market capacity. It
sliould be noted, however, that some congestion Výas noted at Antwerp since 2002 and th at
inefficiencies are inherenr in the capacity utilisation rate currently being recorded at the port.

On the basis of the investments summarised in Table 3.1, it is estimated rhat capaciry in the
Immediate lvarket will increase by some 30 per cent by 2007 and then expand by a further 38
per cent in the period to 2012, wh en total capacity will reach 32m TEU. Considerable delays
11ave been noted in the provision of new capacity in contrast to the position in late 2001.

Table 3.3
North Continent Container Port Caoacìty Proiections to 2012. without WeT
- million TEUs

2003 2004 200S 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Dunkirk 0.35 0,65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0,65 0.65 0.65
Zeebrugge 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1,0 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60
Antwerp 5.80 5.80 8.40 9.10 9,80 10.60 11.01 11.42 11.83 12.24
- with Scheldt Deepening 5.80 5.80 8.40 9.10 9.80 11.0 12.11 12.52 12.93 13.34
Vlissingen 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00
Rotterdam 9.05 9.05 9.05 9.05 9.95 10.85 10.85 12,35 12.35 13.85
Amsterdam 1.0 1.30 1,30 1,0 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30
Totallmmediate Market 17.90 18.40 21.00 21.70 23.30 25.00 25.41 27.32 27.73 29.64

Other French Ports 2.50 3.15 4.00 4.65 4.65 4,65 4.65 4.65 4.65 4.65
German Ports 10.30 10.30 11.0 11.0 12.00 12.90 13.80 13.80 14.70 14.70

Total 30.70 31.85 36.10 37.45 39.95 42.5S 43.86 45.77 47.08 48.99
- with Scheldt Deepening 30.70 31.85 36.10 37.45 39.95 43.05 44.96 46.87. 48.18 50.09

Souree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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Within th is total. Antwerp's capability will increase to 12.2m TEU in 2010 (even if Scheldt
deepening does not proceed in this timeframe) and wi~l account for - around 38 per cent of
anticipated capacity of the Immediate Market in 2012.

11 the WCT project does not proceed then the overall increase in the capacity of ports in the
Immediate Market wi~l develop more slowly and grow by 65 per cent between 2003-201210
reach a total of 29.6rn TEU per annum. The position is summarised in Table 3.3

The capacily of the Immediate Markel with WCT is further summarised in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 ~ lnimediate Market Container Port Capacity to 2012
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3.3 The Supply/Demand Balance in the Antwerp Immediate Market

The revised overall development of the Noith Continent and Irnrnediate Market container port
supply/demand balance is summarised in Table 3.4. This is quantified in lerms of a simple
co-efficient of supply and demand thai estirnates the utilisation rates of total capacity set
against total demand on an annual basis. This does not provide the required degree of
analysis in the current context. and a more focused analysis is clearly also necessary that
focuses on the qualitative cornpetitive position of the various locations. However, given the
degree of competition between regional ports and the gradual breakdown in national barriers
for port development the degree of overall supply and demand is clearly highly relevant.

In the rnid-1990s, capacity utilisation in the North Continent was running very high at some 90
per cent. Congestion at Antwerp and Harnburg co-inclded with a period preceding capacity
additions at other major ports. Utilisation rates feil back sharply to more typical levels over
1996/97, at between 84/85 per cent. For the range as a whoie, the current phase is clearly
one of the take-up of new capacity and it is estimated that utilisation rates peaked at 83 per
cent in 2000. They have since fallen back somewhat to around 80.3 per cent in 2003.

The position in the Immediate Market is complex, however. The overall utilisation rate was
73.6 per cent in 2003, significantly lower than for the entire North Continent market.
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However, this overall posilion is misleading, as utilisation rates vary widely between ports in
the reg ion: 

r At Zeebrugge. capacity utilisation is at very low levels of around 50 per cent. The position
for 10-10 capacily is considerably weaker.

r At Rotterdarn, utilisation rates are significantly below what could be achieved. as aresuit
of generally low (but improving) productivity.

r Amsterdam's new terminal is unused.
r The new facilities at Dunkirk have yet lo be fully appreciated. and dernand remains lowas

a consequence3

Tlie position in Antwerp is quite different. It can be argued thal capacity is effectively fully
utilised. Indeed. dernand equalled the capacity identified for existing terminals in 2002. The
merger of Hessenatie and Noord I~atie has freed same capacity in the port, but if is apparent
tliat utilisation rates are too high, and port efficiency is suffering.

Table 3.4
North Continent and Regional Container Port Supolv Demand Proiections ta 2010 R with
WeT
flillion TEUs

2003 2004 200S 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Base Case
North Continent
Deinand - mTEU 24-.64 25.62 27.25 28.84 30.52 32.30 34.19 36.18 37.81 39.52
Capaeity - mTEU 30.70 31.85 36.10 37.45 39.95 43.25 45.06 47.47 49.48 51.39
Utífsation ~ % 80.3 80.4 75.5 77.0 76.4 74.7 75.9 76.2 76.4 76.9
fmmediate Market

Demand - mTEU 13.17 13.69 14.56 15.41 16.31 17.26 18.26 19.33 20.20 21.11
Capaeity - rnTEU 17.90 18.40 21.00 21.70 23.30 25.70 26.61 29.02 30.13 32.04
Utilsation ~ % 73.6 74.4 69.3 71.0 70.0 67.2 68.6 66.6 67.0 65.9
L.ow Case
North Continent
Demand - rnTEU 24.64 25.62 27.25 28.70 30.22 31.82 33.51 35.28 36.8 38.38
Capacity - mTEU 30.70 31.85 36.10 37.45 39.95 43.25 45.06 47.47 49.48 51.39
Utífsation R % 80.3 80.4 75.5 76.6 75.6 73.6 74.4 74.3 74.4 74.7
immediate Market

Demand - mTEU 13.17 13.69 14.56 15.33 16.14 17.00 17.90 18.85 19.66 20.51
Capaeity ~ mTEU 17.90 18.40 21.00 21.70 23.30 25.70 26.61 29.02 30.13 32.04
Utilsation ~ % 73.6 74.4 69.3 70.6 69.3 66.1 67.3 65.0 65.3 64.0
Enhanced Globalisation
/lorth Continent
Demand - mTEU 24.64 25.83 27.81 29.77 31.86 34.11 36.51 39.08 41.38 43.81
Capacity" mTEU 30.70 31.85 36.10 37.45 39.95 43.25 45.06 47.47 49.48 51.39
Utilsation ~ % 80.3 81.1 77.0 79.5 79.7 78.9 81.0 82.3 83.6 85.3
Immediate Market

Demand - mTEU 13.17 13.80 14.86 1590 17.02 18.22 19.50 20.88 22.11 23.40
Capaeity - mTEU 17.90 18.40 21.00 21.70 23.30 25.70 26.61 29.02 30.13 32.04
Utilsation ~ % 73.6 75.0 70.8 73.3 73.0 70.9 73.3 72.0 73.4 73.0

Sou ree: Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

3 The degree to which facìlities at Dunkirk and Amsterdam wiJl contribute capacity remains unclear.

Although th Is capability physically exists it is not certain that they will otfer a true alternative. If the
capacity of these terminals were adjusted downwards, this would positively ínfluence regional capacity*
utilisation rates.
.: Although ít varies on a port~specific basis, utilisation in excess of 92/93 per cent of rated capacity
invariabJy causes congestion difficulìies, with transport inefficiencies spil!ing over into other parts of the
transport chain. This ¡s manifested in vessel and truck queuing and other diffculties.
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Despile these divergences, the balance of the Immediate Market rernains significant in
assessing the future role of WCT, Under Base Case conditions. the steady provision of new
capacity in the Lef! Bank will see utilisation rates fall to below 70 per cent from 2005. Over
the balance of tlie study period overall utilisation rates wi~l rernain at these levels. This
reflects tlie general direction of lhe anticipated market balance for the entire North ConUnenl
range. Under the low demand case, the utilisation rate is sornewhat we aker across the
board, There is. of course, a more positive picture generated under the Enhanced
Globalisation dernand scenario.

The future balance of lhe rnarket under these various conditions is summarised further in
Figure 3.2.

Fjgure 3.2 ~ Regional Container Port Utilsation to 2012
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fiarket Implications
There is a danger that over, ca pa city wi~l be recorded in tlie Immediate Market in the perlod
af ter 2005 (if no further major delays are noted in other significant port projects). This may
have the effect of other terminals lowering prices in an atternpt to divert traffic from Antwerp.

However, the position is much more complex than this would suggest. The competitive
situation at Antwerp has been - and should continue to be - a rnajor advantage. The
developrnent of the WCT should really be understood as an extension of Antwerp with the
provision of deepwater facilities. WCT will build on the compelitive posilion of Antwerp, which
rnay be sumrnarised as follows:

Efficient. highly productive and low cos! container handling:

r A major local rnarket;

r A comparatively balanced container flow situation;
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r An established 'critical mass' for container handling;

r Strong intermodal links.

The only vulnerability of Antwerp is that the Scheldt is less than ideally configured for the
largest vessels (with regard to water depth) that will trade on the dynamic Asian routes. The
development of WCT provides such local capabilities.

Current Forecasts v. Ear//er Project/ons
Generally speaking the development of the balance of supply and demand that was identified
and projected at the end of 2001 has been realised. Table 3.5 compares the estimated
Immediate Market utilisation rates th at were projected in 2001 to the current revised position.
The rnajor change has been the increased utilisation that is anticipated in the short term, with
tliis primarily resullin9 from the delays in developing the Lelt Bank terrninals. The overall
outlook is for a stabilisation of capacity-ulilisation rates trom 2007 under the Base Case
conditions.

Table 3.5
Current Forecast Utilsation Rates v. 2001 Proiections

- percentage

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Immediate lvarket 73.6 74.4 69.3 71.0 70.0 67.2 68.6 66.6 67.0 65.9
" Base
immediate IVlarket 73.6 74.4 69.3 70.6 69.3 66.1 67.3 65.0 65.3 64.0
- Low
Immediate lVarket 73.6 75.0 70.8 73.3 73.0 70.9 73.3 72.0 73.4 73.0
- Enhanced Globalisation
2001 Immediate Market 83.8 76.6 72.7 69.6 67.3 69.5 67.4 71.1 na na
- Base
2001 lmmediate lvarkel 81.9 74.3 70.1 67.0 64.6 66.6 64.4 67.8 na na
- Low

Sou ree: Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

The other major change stems trom the introduction of the Enhanced Globalisation demand
projections. Under these conditions (which are now seeming increasingly likely to be
realised) there will be a much more rapid recovery in demand utilisation rates from 2007 than
was anticipated in our earlier forecasls. The outlook is also detailed in Figure 3.3.

Deepsea Reg/ona/ Port Capacity Deve/opment to 2010
The overall development of the supply/demand balance is, however, only one aspect of the
market. Table 3.6 provides a summary of port capacity that can handle the largest classes of
container ship. In the current analysis th is is taken as the capability to berth Maersk S-Class /
K-Class and P&O Nedlloyd Southampton class vessels on areasonabie tial window. This is
somewhat subjective evaluation but it is apparent that neither Hamburg nor Antwerp with their
riverine locations can provide an adequate capability. Some of the ports under review can
handle these vessels on a tidal window and are th us partly competitive. However. the
restrietions thus entailed are an increasing difficulty for ports and as vessel sizes increase
further wi~l become prohibitive.
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Fígure 3.3 ~ Current v. 2001 Immediate Market Utilsation Forecasts
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Table 3.6
North Continent Deepwater~ Container Port Caoacitv to 2012 (with WeT)
~ millioii TEUs/annum

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Dunkirk 0.00 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
Zeebrugge 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 080 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
Antwerp 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vlissingen 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 1.20 1.70 2.40 2.40
Rotterdam 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 6.40 7.30 7.30 8.80 8.80 10.30
Amsterdam 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Jmmedlate Market 6.30 6.60 6.60 6.60 7.50 9.10 9.60 11.60 12.30 13.80
WCT Share - % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.7 12.5 14.7 19.5 17.4

Le Havre 0.00 0.65 1.30 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95
Bremerhaven 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 1.40 1.40 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.30
Hemburg 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wilhelmshaven 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.80 1.80

Tata! 6.80 7.75 8.40 9.05 10.85 13.35 14.75 16.75 18.35 19.85

* - Termínals that can berth vessels drawing 14.5m on an acceptable tial window

Souree: Ocean Shippíng Consultants Ltd.

At present, Rotterdam Delta terminals are highly competitive from this perspective. with only
limited additional capacity at Zeebrugge and Bremerhaven currently available. Future
investments will modify this position. with major new facilities at WCT (and potentially
Wilhelmshaven) adding to this capacily.
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Toial capacity - thus defined - is placed at some 6.8m TEU in 2003, with ECT enjoying a
rnarket share of nearly 85 per cent in the Irnmediate Market. Indeed. only Zeebrugge has
significant capacily in th is range and other problems are restricting the role of this port's
terminals. It is essential th at alternative deepwater facilities be provided in the Immediate
I\Aarket.

It is forecast that the capacity of 14.5m+ terminals in the Immediate Market will increase by
some 33 per cent in the period to 2007, with a further expansion of some 64 per cent forecast
for the balance of the study period. Despite th is expansion, the market share of WCT in these
rnarkets wi~l peak at 19.5 per cent in 2011. In the second half of the current decade the focus
of cornpetition for the deepwater trades will be between Rotlerdam and Vlissingen. with
sufficient demand anticipated for both facilities.

WCTs terminals wi~l th us become of central significance for lhe handling of the largest
classes of vessels in the North Conlinenl market.

ïhe Impacl 0/ Sche/dl Deepening on Regiona/ Capacily
At oresent the capacity of the existing facilities at Antwerp and the new Lef! Bank terrninals is
limited by lhe level of berth occupancy that can be achieved for the largest vessels.

TI,e major uncertainty centres on the ability of the port to berth the current and anticipated
ilext generation vessels. These considerations directly affect the capacity of the port and wil 

I

aiso determine the future role of the port.

Essentially the following alternatives are identified:

r Conlinued expansion within existing water depth condilions. This wi~l be characterised by
a continued emphasis on the local market. with more distant shipments and
transshipment activities taking a secondary role in port developrnent.

r A broader expansion of de mand following the dredging of the Scheldt. Under these
conditions, a suslained and more broadly based expansion in demand can be anlicipated.
with transshiprnent and longer-haul inland movements taking a larger market share.

Capacity al Antwerp will develop in two distinct patterns under each scenario.

The essential point with regard to Antwerp relates to tidal constraints and wi~l become
increasingly important as vessel sizes increase. The reason for this is that, even if quay-
ulilisation rates were to be extended beyond current levels (in order to reduce vessel waiting
times), the requirement for larger vessels to await a lial window for arrival/departure would
result in continued delays bevond what is regarded as 'acceptable' in current market
conditions.

Essentially the argument is as follows:

r Berth length is the key determinant of capacity in most terminals (including Antwerp),

providing there are no other constraints to access with regard to channel depth, etc.

rUnder CUlTent f10ws of cargoes for Scheldt terminals and with calculated crane
productivity (which is high), it is noted that around 4 per cent of vessels are forced to
queue for around half of the time spent handling cargo (assuming turnaround in 13
hours). This is a commercial limit and has been exceeded on occasion in the past two
years, with resulting criticism of service standards at the port.
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r Tilis limit could be exceeded. but with the penalty of underrnining the competitive position

of Antwerp. Although the advantages of Antwerp are very strong. these would not
overwhelm lhe arguments for switching to terminals with rnore available capacity.

r if it we re attempted to boost key line utilisation to 1400TEU/rn+ (which would be possible
for land use rates available with RTG/RMG yard operations), then such pressures would
be encountered. They would be even greater, if quay utilisation was rnatched to higher-
inlensity yard systems. such as overhead bridge cranes.

r Congestion could increase by between 50-100 per cent. i.e. 6 to 8 per cent of vessels
would be delayed for rnore than half the tirne taken for container handling. This would
exceed the commercial lirnit and undermine the other locational advantages of Antwerp.

Whilst similar considerations apply at all terminals, the unique Antwerp point is that the largest
vessels are already tide-dependent. This means that vessels drawing 13.5m+ have a window
ot tour hours tor departure lwice a day. Therefore, even if more cranes were provided in an
etiort to boost quay use there would still be a delay for a proportion of vessels th at will have to
wait at the berth for departure. It is 8n irony of the situation that the faster the handling time.
tlie higher the waiting lime becomes as a proportion of it, and therefore the more
uiiacceptable it becornes.

Until vessels can beiih freely (i.e. nol on a tidally dependent basis), there will continue to be
aii effective limit to terminal productivity. that is based upon berth use and not yard systems.
However. with deepening of the Scheldt, th is issue will not be important. Effectively, Scheldt
deepening will increase the capacity of the Antwerp deepwater terminals by allowing
urireslricted vessel access, which will enable more gantry crane inveslment to trans late into

higher quay utilisation rates and higher berth occupancy levels.

Deepening the Scheldl will provide a capacity windfall for the existing river and planned Left
Bank terminals. TI,e current situation eftectively limits the capacities of common-user
facilities.

The etfect of deepening the Sclieldl on the overall balance of supply and demand in the
Immediate lVarket is detailed in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7
ïhe Effect of Scheldt Deeoenína on Regional Port Utilisatíon
- rnillion TEUs

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

With Scheldt Deepening
Immediate Market Capacity 17.90 18.40 21.00 21.70 23.30 25.70 26.61 29.02 30.13 32.04
Base Case Demand 13.17 13.69 14.56 15.41 16.31 17.26 18.26 19.33 20.2 21.11
Utilisation - % 73.6 74.4 69.3 71.0 70.0 67.2 68.6 66.6 67.0 65.9

Without Scheldt Deepening
Immediate Market Capacity 17.90 18.40 21.00 21.70 23.30 25.00 25.41 27.32 27.73 29.64
Base Case Demand 13.17 13.69 14.56 15.41 16.31 17.26 18.26 19.33 20.2 21.11
Utilisation " % 73.6 74.4 69.3 71.0 70.0 69.0 71.9 70.8 72.8 71.2

Sou ree: Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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Whilst there wi~l be an effect the overall direct implications for capacity utilisation - and,
therefore. the market role of WCT - are seen to be limited. Deepening of the Scheldt would
not underrnine the position of the proposed terminaL.

Considerab/e capacity additions are scheduled lor the North Continent range in general and
the Immediate Market in particular. II these proceed on the schedules estimated there will be
a decline in capacity-utilisation rates in the middle ol the decade although the position will
then recover. The relative advantages ol WCT - prine/pally its deepwater - indicate that a
signilicant requirement lor the project will be noted against this background. This suggests
that the balance at WCT will be significantly more lavourable than in the total market. Without
these investments only Rotterdam willhave a major role lor the Immediate Market and there
are questions over the ability ol the port to deliver capae/ty within the required timelrame
loliowing the completion ol current projects.
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SECTION 4 - THE COMPETITIVE POSITON OF THE WCT
TERMINAL

4.1 Introductien

Tiils study has sumrnarised a review of supply and demand trends in the regional container
port market and has identified a requirernent for rnodern - highly productive - container
handling facilities in the reg ion. Attention is now turned towards the criteria that govern the
successful development of a major container terminal in the European market and the degree
to which the proposed WCT facllities will meet these requirements. These issues have been
consldered in some depth in our earl ier reviews and this Section should be revlewed in
conjunclion witli those analyses. The review here conducted provides a full update of the
issues iiivolved in determining the competitive position of WCT.

The criteria that will delermine lhe competitlve position of lhe WCT project may be
sunimarísed as rollows:

r Marine access and capacity considerations;

r The location of the terminal in relation to its hinterlands;

r The costs of translting the facility;

r The productivity of the terminaL.

The following represents a review of the current and antlcipated position of WCT when
viewed from these perspecllves. Tlie analysis concludes with a comparatlve ranking of WCT
when viewed against existing terrninals operatlng in these markets. For the transshiprnent
market tlie competitive terminals wi~l be tliose located at Antwerp (Scheldt), the Delta and
Euromax Terminals at Rotterdam and Felixstowe. For irnportexport containers competitive
pressures will be focused on Zeebrugge and all terminals in Antwerp and Rotterdam.

4.2 Marine Access and Capacity Consideratiens

The development of container ship sizes and the Implicatlons for regional port demand have
already been considered in Section 2. Given the importance of these developments for the
establishment of a transshiprnent terminal at Vlissingen, it is necessary to consider these
developments in some more detaiL. Table 4.1 presents a summary of the development of
large container vessels slnce the late 1960s. Here it is apparent that the trend towards larger
vessels is weil establislied and that this still has some way further to advance. It is
anticipated that the current largest vessels on order (9000-1 O,OOOTEU) wi~l be deployed on

the Asian-Europe trades and will thus become an irnportant factor for the major terminals in
North Europe. Further. it is anticipated that vessels of up to 12.500TEU wi~l be introduced in
the current decade. At present, such vessels can only be berthed at Rotterdam (on all ties)
and at Felixstowe (wilh a tial window). Antwerp will not really be suitable for such Ultra
Large Container Ships.
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Table 4.1
Design Development ot Large Container Vessels

TEUs LOA(m) Beam (m) Design
draft

(m)

First generation: 1968 1.100

Second generation: 1970-80 2-3,000 213 27.4 10.8

Panamax: 1980-90 3-4,500 294 32.0 12.2

Post-panamax: 1988-95 4-5,000 280-305 41.1 12.7

Fifth generation: 1996-2005 6,400.7,500 300-347 42.9 14.0-14.5

CUlTent development stage 8.000-9,000 330-380 43-47 14.5

Ultra large container carriers:
. 2007 & later 12,500 380-400 58.60 14.5-15.0

Souree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ud

Tliroughout the period since the early 1990s the progressive increase in vessel sizes -
particularly with regard to draf! - has placed pressures on Antwerp to deepen the River
Scheldt. To date, the developments put in hand have been generally sufficient to maintain
tlie required degree of accessibility. Of course, as vessel sizes increase further. then these
considerations wil! becorne of increasing importanee to the competilive position of each
terminaL,

The progressive introduction of larger vessels into the trades will see greater strains placed
on the regional ports. As is summarised in Table 4.2. at present only tlie Rotterdam Delta
terminals have the ability to berth the anticipated classes of vessels that will be introduced.
However, it is elear that WCT will also provide this capability - albeit within a tial window-
and that this wi~l allowan alternative to Rotterdam to be offered. It is also apparent that
Antwerp will not be able to offer access to these vessels.

Table 4.2
Theoretical Terminal Accessibìlty tor Competing Terminals and WCT
- percentage of time accessible by ship size

7500TEU 8S00TEU 12500TEU

Antwerp - Scheldt Terminals o o o

Rotterdam ~ Delta 100 100 100

Vlissingen ~ WeT 75 61 49

Note - on the basis of vessels operating at design draft

Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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The relalive nautical accessibility of the proposed WCT facilities is very important in their
cornpetitive position and the situation is considered in rnore detail in Table 4.3. Here it is
apparent that a significant lial window wi~l be offered for the largest class of vessels. This is
a major factor justifying the development of the project.

The assumptions used in this table are as follows: for a 7500TEU vessel we have assumed a
design dralt of around 14.25m, for an 8500TEU vessel the draft is placed at 14.5m and for the
polential 12500TEU vessel the design draft is 14.8m. Of course. given the pattern of trade
these vessels will seldom be fully-Iaden and effective drafts will be somewhat lower.
Nevertheless, the relative advantage of WCT versus Antwerp is seen to be very important for
the current and anticipaled larger vessel classes.

Table 4.3
¡ he f\autieaf Aeeessib¡¡tv of the Westerse helde Container Terminal

Tjdal Window
draught ß.scent Descent
(m) % hours/tide % hours/tÎde

.12.5 100 12hr 25min 100 12hr 25min
13.0 100 12hr 25min 100 12hr25min
13.5 91 11 hr 20min 74 9hr15min
14.0 75 9hr 20min 64 Shr
.14.5 61 7hr 35min 50 6hr 15min
15.0 49 6hr 36 4l1r 35min

Hypotheses:
vessef speed: 14 knots

keel clearance: 15% (Belgian territory)
12.5%, (Dutch territory)

Source: Hesse~Noord l\latie/aSe Ltd.

A lurther comparative analysis has been developed of the ports and terminals that wi~l be
competing with WCT in the forecast market. This summarises the current productivity of
these terminals, their facilities (in terms of berth length and depth). Their location as coastal
or riverine facilities and their intermodal linkages are also detailed. The clear focusing ol the
competilive market at Rotterdam and Antwerp is apparent, as is the peripheral position of
other ports. The position is detailed in Table 4.4.

As was underlined in our earl ier review. a further important point that must be stressed with
regard to the development of new capacity at WCT is the changing requirements of the major
shipping lines. As the process of line merger and acquisitions galhers pace in the next few
years the market wil i be characterised by ever-Iarger individual custorner requirements. This
will also be driven by the continued importanee ol alliance operations - even where equity
involvernent is limited. These large custorners wil i increasingly require extensive individual
terminals with continuous quayage and large areas. The incrernental expansion of existing
facilities - even where possible - wi~l not be correctly forrnatted to rneet these requirements.
This need for large terminals for individual customers is of over-riding importanee for large
scale container ports.

The developments proposed at WCT are correctly designed to cope with the demands of
these very large customers using ultra large new generation container vessels. This wi~l
generate a significant competitive advantage for the port.
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Table 4.4
Faciities Offered by Competing Terminals

Portferminat Qua\, Length Depth Location Hinterland Links Productivity Productivity
- TEUlgantry TEUlberth m.

Dunkirk
Quai de Flandres 600 13.3 Coastal Rail- Yes

Barge - No
Quai de Lorraine 530 13.3 Coastal Rail - Yes

Barge - No
Total 26,800 142

7eebrugge~
OCHZ East 1050 14.0 Coastal Raíl ~ Yes

Barge - No
OCHZ West 725 13.0 Coastal Rail- Yes

Barge - No
Flanders CT 1180 15.0 Coastal Rail- Yes

Barge - No
Total 33,327 124

f-ntwero (Scheldt)
HNN 1180 14.3 River Rail - Yes

Barge - Yes
HhJN 1124 14.5 River Rail- Yes

Barge - Yes
Tota! (Scheldt) 125.625 873

Rotterdam
Delta 3100 16.7 Coastal Rail ~ Yes

Barge - Yes
Home 1600 13.0 River Rail- Yes

Barge - Yes
Total (Delta & Home) 106,600 745
Amsterdam
Ceres 615 13.0 lnterior Rail- Yes

Barge - Poor
Total na na

, - ia-Ia on!y

Souree: Ocean Shípping Consultants Ltd.

4.3 The Location of WeT in Relation to its Hinterland

WCT is located directly between lhe major markets of Antwerp and Rotlerdam, both of which
record a significant local market ('Billof Lading Antwerp' or 'Bill of Lading Rotterdam'). The
terminal will be very weil located in relation to these markets and will enjoy a significant role in
serving Antwerp - especially where larger vessels are used that cannot directly access the
Scheldt terminals.

In addition to these direct considerations relating to the placing of the port in relation to its
hinterland. other related qualitative advantages are also apparent. The major centre of
industrial and trade activity focused on Antwerp generates major additional advantages for
the port. For example. the stuffng and stripping of the containers by the local freight industry
is a vital aspect of the competitive position of the port. WCT wi~l be relatively weil placed to
serve th is sector.

Indeed. Antwerp enjoys a virtually unique position in the North Continent port range. as a
result of the very strong level of local demand. This siluation - combined with efficient and low
cost container handling - provides a very strong incentive to call at Antwerp (th us transiting
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the Scheldt). Indeed, the importance of the local cargo base has contributed to Antwerp's
status as a 'must call' port for most major deepsea lines. Three key factors are of importance
here:

r The favourable balance of container flows and strong export bias of the port;

r The size of container consignment typically hand led at the ports' terminals;

r The actual importanee of the local market in contrast to the situation in Rotterdam.

With regard to the balance of container flows. thLs effect has been quantified and it is
estimated that in the current market for every tonne of containerised cargo discharged at
Antwerp some 1.3 tonnes are loaded. This Is far in excess of the situation in any other North
Continent port. This reflects the strong manufacturing base of the immediate hinterland.

Table 4.5
IViaior North Continent Ports ~ Deeosea eaU Efficiencv Ratío
- TEU handled as a percent of vessel capacity

Percentage Index

2000
I\ntwerp
Hamburg
Rotierdam
Bremerhaven
Le Havre
2003
Antwerp
Hamburg
Rotterdam
Bremerhaven
Le Havre

23.3
20.3
17.0
14.3
8.5

100
87
73
61

37

27.7
22.7
18.5
19.5
3.4

100
82
67
70
12

Souree: Antwerp Port Authority/OSC Ltd.

A further indicalor of the importanee of the local rnarket in total demand Is illustrated in Table
4.5. This analysis quantities the sLze of consLgnment handled at Antwerp In relation to
ave rage (two-way) vessel capacity. This currently stands at same 28 per cent in Antwerp with
th is being significantly higher than at any other port. This reflecls the importanee of the port as
an export location. In rnost other ports servLng the North Conlinent, there is a bias in favour of
imports - it is a major advantage of Antwerp that export volumes exceed imports.

In addition, the structure of port demand differs markedly between Antwerp and lIie olher ports
under review. Although major customers are highly significant within overall port dernand, a
relatively high proportion of container traffic is handled for a rnultitude of smaller shippers.
Many freight forwarders use Antwerp as a groupage port, and around 15 per cent of
containers hand led are stuffed or stripped in the Immediate locality. This is a proportion
significantly higher than any other regional port.

The importanee of 'Bill of Lading Antwerp' containers in the total cargo base is weil illustrated
by the distributLon of containers in terms of distance from the port.

It is estimated that some 28 per cent of containers handled via Antwerp are to/frorn rnarkets
within a radius of 50km. This represents the immediate hinterland of the City and associated
markets. This is far higher than for Rotterdarn, where the corresponding proportion is just 13
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per cent. Rotterdam's hinterland is more broadly distributed, representing the port's role as a
major gateway for the Ruhr and central Europe. The most significant distance lor Rotterdam
is the 150-200km radius. WCT wi~l benefit from its relatively good position with regard to the
major Antwerp cargo base and will also be competitive in serving the broader market currently
served by Rotterdam. WCT will be able to play a role in both market sectors and all ow a
centralisation of broader regional and Antwerp focused business in a single call. In this regard
the lack of an imrnediate local hinterland wil I be far less significant than has been noted in
Zeebrugge.

In the current and forecast market. the provision of highly productive intermodallinks will be
equally important in determining the pace of successful terminal development in the reg ion. It
will be essential to offer both effective rail and barge handling at any new terrninal that is to be
developed for a major pan-European market role.

A review of the developments planned in the reg ion indicates that these capabilities are at the
lOiefront of major terminal planning:

" Rotterdam is extremely weil placed in this regard, offering direct rail links between both the
Delta and Home terminals into the continental rail infrastructure. This has been
manifested in the developrnent of significant daily container train services. Similarly,
dedicated barge facilities are very important for onward distribution frorn these terminals.

in Antwerp. the developrnent of barge volumes has been a major success story in the past
lew years and this seems certain to continue. Rail links are less than optimal and this is
reflected in a relatively low share for th is transport mode - although significant additional
Investment is being targeted at th is seclor.

" TI1e developmenl at Zeebrugge has been disappointing and one of the major factors
restricling progress has been the lack of efficient barge links to/frorn the port. It is unlikely
that surricient inveslment wi~l be made available to rectify th is position and this wi~l
continue to constrain deveiopment.

Table 4.6
North Continent: Modal Shares of Major Port Container Thraughput 1998-2003
~ percentage of port volumes

Rail Raad Barge Transshipment
1998 2001 2003 1998 2001 2003 1998 2001 2003 1998 2001 2003

Rotterdam 11.0 10.0 8.0 39.0 37.5 40.0 26.0 30.0 32.0 24.0 23.0 20.0
Antwerp 6.9 7.6 8.0 57.1 53.1 50.0 24.5 25.9 26.0 11.5 13.4 16.0
Le Havre 12.3 9.1 8.6 73.0 67.8 57.4 1.1 2.5 3.3 13.7 20.5 30.7
Zeebrugge 34.3 39.0 38.4 50.4 45.4 52.6 15.0 8.6 4.5 0.4 7.0 4.5
Dunkirk 9.0 13.5 20.5 90.0 82.5 76.7 1.0 4.0 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Hamburg 19.1 17.9 17.2 45.1 43.6 41.8 0.1 0.9 1.0 35.7 37.6 40.1
Bremerhaven 16.0 16.2 15.0 31.4 27.9 33.0 0.9 0.9 1.0 51. 55.0 51.0

Sou ree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

WCT wi~l offer highly efficient facilities for both rail and barge operations. In the latter sector a
dedicated barge-handling terminal will constitute a major part of the investment. In th is regard,
the facilities scheduled for Vlissingen wi~l be highly competitive, with a rninimal requirement for
road-hauled containers. This will constitute a major advantage for the project. With regard to
WCT rail links. a shorter connection (the new 'Sloelijn') frorn the port area to the existing
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railway line through Zeeland (the 'Zeeuwse lijn') should be developed and a further link wi~l be
built to Antwerp Cline 11 '). These wi~l lurther boost the cornpetitive position of the terminaL.

The relative modal distribution of container flows in lhe Immediate Market is detailed in Table
4.6 tor the period since 1998.

In summary, it is apparent that WCT is extremely eompetitively placed with regard to its
hinterland. It will enjoy a eompetitive position to service demand in both the loeal Rotterdam
and Antwerp markets and will also enjoy an optima I location with regard to its intermodal and
iransshipment hinterlands. Although the laek of loeal business (i.e. in the Vlissingen loeality)
will be a limitation. the loeation of the port at the centre of the rapidly expanding Immediate
lVarket - and its eompetitive features - should offset concems in this regard.

4.4 The Casts of TransitinQ the Facilty

Having deterrnined the compelitive locational position of WeT, attention is now focused on the
total costs ot shipping containers via particular terminals and provides an overview of
competilive cost structures for both importlexport and transshipment containers. This
represents a summary and update of earl ier analyses developed concerning these sectors. In
this analysis three cost sectors are focused on, these being:

r Container Handling Charges - the actual typical structure of stevedore charges;

r Port Dues and Vessel Charges - those costs directly billed to the vessel during port
transit:

r Shipping Costs - lhe underlying cosls to the shipowner for operaling his service into each
terminaL.

A review of costs in each sector is aggregated to provide a picture of the total costs entailed
in tl"nsiting a particular port. When a shipping line is evaluating the economics of a particular
port call (or establishment of a hub operation), il is the total costs that are ol primary
importance. Ot course other factors are also assessed, but the current analysis provides an
aulhoritative review of the current cornpetilive position perceived from the narrow cost-based
perspective.

Stevedoring Charges
A series of detailed analyses of actual charges paid for container handling in the regional
terminals has been developed during the period since 1992 - with th is utilising typical
consignmeni sizes and a review of specific costs by sector. For WCT it will be the
development of container handling charges in both the importlexport and transshipment
markets that is of relevance.

Clearly, the acluallevel of stevedoring charges th at wil I be levied at WCT must be uncertain.
In this review il is assurned that the charges raised by Hesse-Noord at their major Scheldt
terrninals in Antwerp wi~l be realised at the new facilities. Given comparative cost structures
(and a lack of complex existing work practices) this is seen as areasonabie assumption.

Impol1/Export Container Handling Charges in the Regional lVarket
In our analysis of the regional stevedoring market the following points may be made:

r Rotterdam is signilicantly cheaper than Gerrnan ports. This wi~l be important in competing
for the developing eastern markets in the next few years;
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r In 2001 costs at the ECT Delta terminal we re more than 25 per cent higher than at the
River Scheldt berths. A rnajor recent trend has been a narrowing of this gap - to around 7
per cent at present. This reflects growing congestion at Antwerp and moves to improved
productivity in Rotterdarn;

r Antwerp stevedores are very efficient in contrast to the current operational and cost
standards that have been noted at ECT.

On this basis it is assumed that stevedoring charges of around $97-60 per container could be
achieved at WCT - th is level is some 6 per cent cheaper than at the Delta terminals in
Rotterdam. It may be that container handling could be achieved at a cheaper rate in
Vlissingen but for the sake of caution the rates achieved in Antwerp have been used in the
analysis.

These costs are detailed in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7
Built-Up Costs ror ImportJExport Containers via Immediate Market Ports in 2003
. importexport containers

Zeebrugge Antwerp Antwerp Rotterdam Rotterdam Vlissingen'"
Scheldt Inner Delta Waalhaven

~OOOTEU Vessel

US$ per container
Vessel Casts 22.06 27.07 40.77 17.84 23.77 16.32
Port Charges 13.15 18.73 23.26 23.56 23.53 16.11
Stevedoring Charges 60.69 97.61 67.90 103.98 90.19 97.61
Total 95.90 143.41 131.93 145.38 137.49 130.04
Percentage
Vessel Casts 23.0 18.9 30.9 12.3 17.3 12.5
Port Charges 13.7 13.1 17.6 16.2 17.1 12.4
Stevedoring Charges 63.3 68.1 51.5 71.5 65.6 75.1
Tata! 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
6500TEU Vessel
US$ per container
Vessel Casts 31.45 37.70 na 25.65 na 23.36
r.Jort Charges 14.01 21.22 na 29.23 na 18.29
Stevedaring Cliarges 60.69 97.61 na 103.98 na 97.61
Total 106.15 156.S3 na 158.86 na 139.26
Percentage
Vessel Casts 29.6 24.1 na 16.1 na 16.8
Port Charges 13.2 13.6 na 18.4 na 13.1
Stevedoring Charges 57.2 62.4 na 65.5 na 70.1
Total 100.0 100.0 na 100.0 na 100.0

. - assumes stevedoring clìarge as at Antwerp Scheldt terminals

Souree: Ocean Sliipping Consultants Ltd.

Transshipment Container Hand!ing Charges in the Regiona! Market
Whilst there is arelation between the handling costs associated with irnport/export containers
and the transshipment market, the overall position is seen to be fundarnentally distinct. This
situation has developed rapidly over the past few years as the scale of the transshipment
market has increased. This sector is seen to be even more cornpetitive and it is also
necessary to include an appraisal of cost structures in UK ports (basically, Felixstowe) in this
analysis.
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A. degree of stratification of the transshipment market is noted in the reg ion. On the one hand
there is an established focus for transshipment between the triangle of Felixstowe, Antwerp
and Rotterdam. In this reg ion, established transshipment markets are focused on the westem
and north-westem European markets and the actuallevel of transshipment costs is fairly low.
Very significant flows are transshipped between Belgium. the Netherlands and the UK.

A. secondary (and more rapidly developing) sector is focused on the eastem reg ion of the
Baltic/Scandinavian markets. In th is market. competition is more directly focused amongst the
German ports and Rotterdam. with the lypical costs involved seen being significantly higher.
Tlie Vlissingen terminals wi~l be competing in both market sectors.

Table 4.8
Built-Up Costs Tor Transshioment Containers via North Continent Ports in 2003
- tmnshipment containers

Antwerp Rotterdam
Scheldt Delta

US$ per container
Deepsea Shipping
Vessel Casts 37.70 25,65
Port Charges 21.22 29.23
Total 58.92 54.88
Feeder Shipping

\! essel Casts 28.16 13.59
Port Charges 20.52 16.75
Tota! 48.68 30.34
Stevedoring Charges 129.93 120.00
TOTAL 237.53 205.22

Percentage
\lessel Casts 27.7 19.1
Poii Charges 17.6 22.4
Stevedoring Charges 54.7 58.5
Total 100.0 100.0

Felixstowe Vlissingen"

21.00 23.36
25.53 18.29
46.53 41.65

12.63 13.12
14.89 13,58
27.52 26,70

149.48 129.93
223.53 198.28

15.0 18.4
18,1 16.1
66.9 65.5

100.0 100.0

Y - assumes stevedoring charge as at Antwerp Scheldt terminals

Sou ree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

Table 4.8 summarises the current competitive costs for transshipment container handling in
the reg ion. Some general points may be made:

r The differenlial identified between the competing terminals has declined as the general

market has become more competitive in the past few years;

r In terms of service, little differentiates Felixstowe. the Scheldt and the Delta and this

further focuses competition on the cost component;

r A.ntwerp has significantly increased its share of this business - primarily as a result ot the
relocation of business from Felixstowe. Lack of capacity in UK ports has seen the
importexport market account for a much larger share of business in these terminals since
2000.
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r Germand ports are considerably more expensive, but they are compeling for a somewhat
different transshipment hinterland. The price advantage of Rotterdarn (and other
locations) suggests scope for further cornpetition for the eastem hinterland;

r The additional cost penalties associated with transiting the Scheldt wi~l undermine the role
of these terminals in this highly competitive sector in the longer run - especially wh en ship
size also becomes an issue.

It is reasonable to assume that WCT could be operated on a stevedoring charge basis al least
comparable with that offered by Hesse-Noord at its existing River Scheldt terminals.

Port Dues and Vessel Charges
In addition to stevedoring charges. another major cost sector is represenled by lhe various
charges that are levied by Port Authorities - and other agencies - for the utilisation of doek
facilities and ior access to the berths.

Tliis represents a highly complex area. The charging slructure is seen to be different in each
pOli and there are also great differences between the various locations served within each
port. Altematives have been included In the current analysis, with these being:

F Deepsea Operatlans - I. This assurnes the regular berthing of a 4000TEU fully-cellular
eontainership with a GRT of 55.50Ot. LOl' 295m and a draught of 12m. This will regularly
call at the identifled port but wi~l only appear a maximum of six times per annum. At each
eall i 530 containers are handled;

r IJeepsea Operations - /1. This assumes the regular berthing of a 6500TEU fully-cellular
containership with a GRT of 91.650t, LOA 347rn and a draught of 14.5rn. This will
regularly call at the identified port but will only appear a maxirnurn of six times per annum.
At each call 1530 containers are also handled;

r Feeder Operations. This assumes the regular berthing of a 1000TEU fully-cellular
containership with a GRT of 1168Ot, LOA 160m and a draught of 7.5m. This wi~l call
around 52 times per annum and thus qualify for appropriate discounting. At each call the
vessel will discharge 300 containers and load 300 containers. This represents a more
intensive use of the hub port.

These conditions are to be seen as representative of the market under review and also to
reflect conditions associated with intensive transshipment operations.

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 also surnmarise the competitive level of port charges on a per container
basis for the rnajor regional ports in terms of US dollars. It is important to note thaI:

r A wide difference in charges is noted belween the smaller vessels trading in the feeder

sector and the rnajor deepsea liners. This is partially due to the assumptions made about
numbers of containers handled, but also underlines the orientation of port charges
towards the larger vessel classes. This position is noted in each port.

r Rotterdam is significantly more expensive than any of the Belglan ports for berthing
deepsea container vessels (at least in deepsea terminals). The port is around 26 per cent
more expensive than lts Belgian cornpetitors. In some cases the scope for negotiation is
greater in Belgium and actual differences may be greater.

r The indicated charge levels appllcable at Vlissingen are seen to be highly competitive
within the range as a whoie.

These differentials are a reflection ot the requirement for Antwerp to offset the higher charges
associated with traversing the Scheldt to reach the terminals. The greater flexibility noted at
Antwerp is also a reflection of these considerations.
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Shipping Costs
So far, th is analysis has concentrated on the development of stevedoring charges and the
various port dues that are incurred in berthing container vessels at the major terrninals. Whilst
each of these cost categories is of great importanee the actual location of a particular terminal
in relation to its hinterland markets is also of equal significanee in defining its competitive
position. Thus, tor example, the time penalty associated with traversing the Scheldt estuary

has always been a major disadvantage of calling at Antwerp in contrast to - say - Rotterdam.
The costs associated with this have forced the port to minimise costs Incurred in other sectors
- stevedoring and port dues.

By bringing together cosl and time estimations, it is possible to provide an authoritative
estimation of the overall costs involved (from a vessel trading perspective) for the use of
different ports.

Rotterdarn currently enjoys the cheapesi vessel trading costs from arrival to departure. with
tliis estimatedat some $27.300 for a 4000TEU unit. The corresponding figures for the
Antwerp terminals are much higher at $41,400 for the Scheldt terminals and $62,400 tor the
iiiner terminals. This is the direct result of the longer transit time involved in reaching the
lJerths and leaving. Given the focusing of cornpetition between the Scheldt and the Delta. it is
iilteresting to note that this equates lo a per-container cost advantage for Rotterdam ot some
$5. Whilst it is clear that th is does nol offset higher charges in other sectors. it is a clear
lJenefit.

It is the one of llie major conclusions of lhis study that the overall competitive position of WCT
is a function of the interaction ot costs in various sectors. Thus. the actual costs associated
with trading vessels via each port represent only a single aspect ot the compelitive position.
However. it is clear that the location of the plaiined facilities generates considerable
advantages in contrasl wilh Antwerp and these are of the same magnitude as for the Delta
terminals in Rotterdam.

111 the case of vessel trading charges, it is clear that the location of the faeilities, and the

relatively rapid handling rates assumed. togetlier generate a highly competitive cost structure.
This is most pronounced. of course. in competition with river ports where a significant time
penalty is always incurred. The position of WeT is very tavourable from this perspective.

A parallel analysis has been developed with regard to a typical feeder trade. Once again a
elear distinction is noted between, on the one hand, Rotterdam and Felixstowe where the
overall time associated with port access is limited, and on the other hand the river ports of
Antwerp and Hamburg where considerable further time (and cost) penalties are incurred.
Vlissingen wi~l clearly mirror Rotterdam in th is regard.

In terrns of per container costs, it has been calculated that the time costs associated with
calling at Rotterdarn and Felixstowe are very similar at $13.6 and $12.6, respectively. This
firmly locates the focus of competition for transshipment in the reg ion between these two
terminals. Costs at Antwerp are considerably higher and this wi~l represent an increasing
barrier in the developrnent of feeder operations via these ports. It is apparent that WCT would
also offer a highly competitive per container cost structure. with this currently being estirnated
at some $13.1 per unit.

Tlie overall costs of using the different ports are further summarised in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
Figure 4.1 details the total import/export costs (stevedoring, port charges and vessel costs) for
each terminals with 4000TEU and - where possible - 6500TEU capacity vessels. it is clear
lhat WCT is considerably cheaper than either the Antwerp Scheldlor Rotterdam Delta
terminals. With a total cost of some $130 per container - th is is 9.3 per cent cheaper than the
Scheldt and 10.6 per cent cheaper than the Delta terminals.
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Figure 4.1 - Tata! Casts of Transiting Immediate Market Ports (Import/Export)
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Figure 4.2 - Total Costs of Transiting Immediate Market Ports (Transshipment)
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With regard to the transshipment rnarket, the total estimated costs of transiting Vlissinge wil I

be around $198 per container. This is much cheaper than either Felixstowe or the Antwerp
Scheldl terminals ($224 and $238. respectively) and is seen to be marginally cheaper than the
position at the Rotterdam Delta terminals. This indicates a competitive position for th is
business sector.
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On the basis of this detailed analysis (which brings together all the major cost sectors relevant
for port transit) and by making same reasonabie assumptions conceming the planned terminal
at Vlissingen with regard to port dues and stevedoring casts. then the positon is seen to be
very positive. This is seen to be true for bath the bath the importexport and transshipment
container markets. From the built-up cast perspective the project would thus seem to be very
competitive. The deve/opment of cast structures since 2001 have confirmed the position and
the differential advantage of WeT is stil c/early apparent.

4.5 The Productivitv of !he Terminal

The productivity (or utilisation rates) of major regional terminals in the North Continent market
tor the period since 1995 is summarised in Table 4.9. The major terminals in Belgium and the
I~etherlands are seen to be considerably rnore productive than competitive German terminals.
Within the Immediate Market it is clear th at utílisation rates at Hesse-Noord's terrninals in
Antwerp are significantly higher than average, and the productivity of these facilities has
sliarply increased since 2000.

Table 4.9
hflaior North Continent Terminals: Productivitv Indicators 1995-2002

1995
HNIV (farmer Hessenatie) Scheldt Terminals - AntwerprEUs per Berth Metre 579.0
'000 TE Us per Terminal Hectare 11.9
'000 TE Us per Container Gantry 113.7
HNN (fermer Noord Natie) Scheldt Terminals - Antwerp
rEUs per Berth Metre
'000 TEUs per Terminal Hectare
'000 TEUs per Container Gantry
ECT - Delta Terminals - Rotterdam
lEUs per Berth Metre
'000 TEUs per Terminal Hectare
.000 lEUs per Container Gantry
HHLA Terminals ~ Hamburg
TEUs per Berth Metre
.000 TEUs per Terminal Hectare
'000 TE Us per Container Gantry
Eurogate Terminals - Bremerhaven
rEUs per Berth Metre
'000 rEUs per Terminal Hectare
'000 lEUs per Container Gantry

770.8
13.2

134.6

9.3
64.4

1999 2002

932.0 924.0
19.2 19.0

137.3 136.1

433.0 819.0
9.2 17.4

97.4 115.2

917.8 846.0
15.5 11.4

119.6 87.4

568.1 790.0
12.8 15.0
57.5 110.0

717.6 810.0
8.8 15.5

179.4 126.7

431.5

425.0
8.6

72.5

Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd

This position is further confirmed by a review of handling rates secured at major container
terminals in the Immediate Market for 1998/2003. with this analysis being summarised in
Table 4.10. This presents a quantification of typical container handling rates on an hourly
basis during the actual container handling aspect of container operations. This 'through-the-
ship' estimate does not re late to peak handling rates, but rather what can be regularly
achieved during the handling of large vessels with high consignments. This data has been
collated from repoiis from major shipping lines using one or more of these terminals.

The fastest handling rates are secured at tlie rnajor Antwerp River Scheldl terminals where
hourly rates of 135 moves are recorded. These rates have significantly improved in the
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period since 1998. There has been a similar productivity increase in Rotterdam. but the
differential between these locations has been maintained. it is also important to note that the
speed of container handling at the Antwerp Inner Docks and at Zeebrugge is reported to be
significantly slower.

Productivity rates at the existing Hesse-Noord terminals in Antwerp are al ready very high.
There is seen to be only little scope for the further addition of capacity within the conventional
handling frarnework utilised by the major stevedores. Indeed. the position is currently
characterised by worsening congestion as productivity rales increase to such a level where
service standards decline. Other ports in the reg ion have not reached the levels of suslained
produclivity regularly recorded at Antwerp.

Tabe4.10
Optimised Handiinq Rates at Major Container Terminals 1998~2003

- number of containers per hour"

Terminal Location Containers/hour -1998 Containers/hour K 2000 Containers/hour ~ 2003

Zcebrugge 102 104 104

l.intvverp - fiiver Scheldt 121 135 135

/\iitvverp - Inner Terminals 95 95 95

Rotterdam - Delta 112 120 123

- for deepsea services
, - overall average 'through the ship'

Sou ree: Ocean Sliipping Consultants Ltd.

ft is reasonable 10 assume that WCT could be operated on a stevedoring productivity rale Ihal
is comparable wilh that offered by Hesse-Noord at ils existing River Scheldt terminals. This
indicates that productivity wi/l polentially be very high and compelitive at WCT.

4.6 The Competitive Position of the WeT versus Other Immediate Market Locatioris

This analysis has detailed the competitive position of WCT as alocation for container handling
frorn a varieiy of perspectives and lIie position is clearly one of a very positive market position.
This Section concludes by presenting a subjective assessment of the overall competitive
position of the port in contrast with other locations in the Immediate Market.

Table 4.11 summarises the competitive posilion of WCT in relation to other existing and
potential locations from the following perspectives:

r Marine access and capacity considerations;

r The location of the terrninal in relation to its hinterlands;

r The costs of transiting the facility;

r The productivity of the terminal;

r The adequacy of hinterland links.
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\fCT is seen to score very positively in each sector. The terminal is seen to be highly
competitive with regard to marine access consideralions (especially with regard to the nexl
generation of vessels) and wi~l offer effective and competilive through costs and intermodal
linkages. In addition, the transfer of Hesse-Noord stevedoring techniques to the project
should result in a highly competitive productivity leveL.

The only slight difficulty relates to the lack of an imrnediate (or local) hinterland. This, by itself,
need not be a problem given the highly competitive specification offered by the terminal as a
whoie. The facility will enjoy a broad sea and landside hinterland and wi~l also be able to
compete for the Antwerp and Rotterdam markets given its relative proximity to both regions.

Tabie 4.11

The Comoetitíve Position of WeT Versus Other Immediate Market Ports~'

- higher ranking indieates greater eompetiive advantage

Sou ree: Oeean Shipping Consultants Ltd.

Tliis review indicates that WCT will be the most competilive location for the required container
terminal capacity. The other ports have severe capacily, inland links and co st constrainls that
wililimit the pace of developmenl. Furtherrnore, it is far from elear that the required
developments can be provided within an acceptable timefrarne. All these factors firmly count
in favour of the WCT developments.

It has not been necessary to modify th is conclusion in the period since the earl ier (2001)
review.

4.8 WCT: a SWOT Analysis

The analyses in this paper has been established thaI:

r There will be a significant increase in demand for container handling in the Immediate

Market.

r The introduction of new capacity wi~l be clearly required if this dernand is to be
accomrnodated.
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r WCT is a highly competitive location for planned additional port capacity and
developments in the shipping markets wi~l favour the Vlissingen project.

This Section provides a summary of the market position of the proposed terminal investments
in the form of a 'SWOT' analysis - strengths. weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

The following analysis summarises the competitive position of WCT in each of the major
sectors of lhe existing and forecast hinterland:

r Local Demand - essentially Antwerp/Rotterdam and environs;

r The Rest of the Immediate Market;

r The Broader I~orth European lVarkets;

r The Transshipment lVarkets.

Local Demand
In contrast to both Antwerp and Rotlerdam. lhere is no local market for containers at
Vlissingen. It has been a major strength of both of the existing ports that a large number of
containers are 'Billof Lading' to local destinations. However. such are the ad van tag es
identified with regard to vessel access and costs. that a significant role can be anticipated in
lhese markets - especially as the Antwerp and Rotterdam terminals become congested.

Already there is a high degree of competition between these two locations for 'swing cargo'
between the ports and considerable numbers of containers are repositioned - by barge -
between Antwerp and Rotterdam terminals. The recent establishment and expansion of low
co st barge transfer between the two ports indicates the ease with which WCT could serve
both local markets.

The development of WCT would provide an ideal location for these cargoes and result in a
minimal co st - especiaily when linked to identified low transit charges and access to the
largest classes of vessels. The actual distances involved in delivery to both Rotterdam and
Antwerp are very limited and VVCT is equally weil placed to serve both markets.

The Resl of the Jmmediate Market
The low costs and high productivity anlicipated for WCT - together with access to the largest
vessels - indicate lhat Vlissingen wi~l be a highly attractive location for lines seeking to
cenlralise their services for the entire Immediate Market. In these markets the competitive
position wi~l continue to depend upon the provision of new and deeper water facilities.

There wi~l be an accelerating requirement for deepwater berths - especiaily in lhe Asian
trades. It wiil be difficult to provide these in Antwerp and costs are very high in Rotterdam.
These conditions wil i favour the market role of WCT in th is sector.

The Broader North European Markets
The hinterland of the WCT wi~l extend across the whole of northern Europe. The port will
compete directly with existing terminals in Rotterdam and Antwerp and - on the basis of the
analysis summarised in this Section - wi~l clearly have a major role to play. The port will offer
compeliive marine access at a cost level significantly lower than in Rotterdam. Further.
highly competitive barge and rail links wi~l form an integral part of the project. although at
WCT the developments of these links will take some time to be fuily integrated.
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The Transshipment Markets
The transshipment of containers at hub ports has been a growing trend in the major world and
European markets since the mid-1990s. This is a natural consequence of the continuing
increase in vessel sizes and the concentration in port calls. WCT will be ideally configured to
serve these requirements. The advantages centre on marine access, ¡ow costs and

anticipated high productivity. The provision of a deepwater extension to the Port of Antwerp
is a major feature of the WCT project.

This will be a major feature of the WCT cargo base and wi~l allow a competitive option to
Rotterdam Delta to be developed within the westem part of the North Continent port range.

The relative position of WCT in each sector is summarised in Table 4.12.

I1 shoufd be noted that the development ol demand and supply since 2001 has c10sefy
/olfowed the anticipaled part Further, the development ol competitive pressures in the
Immediate Market and in the broader north Europe region has conlirmed the competitive
position ot the proposed Vlissingen terminal. Astrong and competitive case has been
established tor the deve/opment ot the project.
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SIECTION 5 - THE MARKET JUSTIFICATIONS FOR THE WCT
DEVElOPMENTS

5.1 Inlroduclion

Tliis study has developed extensive analyses of the regional container port markets and has
demonstrated both the requirements for additional container handling capacity and also the
competitive position of the proposed WCT terminaL. The arguments of th is study may be
summarised as follows:

r A rapid and sustained increase in immediate regional container port demand has been

identified. This will expand at an annual average rate of between 4,6-5.6 per cent until at
least 2020.

r This demand wi~l be focussed on the provision of deepwater capacity. It will be vital to
berth the largest classes ot vessels within an acceptable tial window.

r This demand will become increasingly concentrated as the lines consolidate and require
much higher capacity terminals offering large areas, continuous quayage and the scope
for steady expansion.

r It is forecast that under the Base Case an additional 6.2m TEU of ca 
pa city will be

required for th is region by 2010, with a further need for 9.6m TEU of additional capacity
generated between 2010/2020. Under the Enhanced Globalisation scenario the
corresponding figures are 7.7m TEU and 13.4m TEU respectively.

ivassive new capacity will be required that must be optimally located and configured to meet
market requìrements and to minimise environmental impact. The proposed facilìties at WCT
will provide a useful contribution to providing this new capacìty, with the focus being on the
berthing of the largest vessels and development of the transshipment market.

5.2 Allernative Capacily Solulions

In addilion to the development of WCT, this capacity could (at least in theory) be provided by
combinations of the following:

r Increased productivity of existing terminals;

rExpansion of capacity at Rotterdam;

r Further developments at Amsterdam;

T Expansion of capacity at Zeebrugge;

r The development of capacity at Antwerp.

It has been established in th is study that, in terms of the facilìties to be provided, the WCT
option is highly competitìve in comparison with other possibilitìes. Furiher, It is also apparent
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that the addition of smaller capacity terminals at other locations wi~l not be weil suited to the
development of regional demand. Also, the timing of these developments remains unclear.

Firstly. with re gard to boosting productivity in existing terminals, the projections of supply and
demand summarised in Section 3 already incorporate a significant increase in productivity
levels at the major regional terminals. It is apparenl from this analysis that. although
significant improvements can be made and are anticipated. this cannot solve the problem of
required capacity expansion. New terminals will be required to meet demand.

Development at Rotterdam
Rotterdam is currently suffe ring jrom emerging capacity conslraints for deepwater operations.
In tlie medium term this wi~l be partially offset by lhe capacity at the P&O Nedlloyd Euromax
terminaL. However. delays that have been noted with the Maasvlakte II project mean that it is
urilikely that massive new capacity will be available at the port bejore 2007 at the earliest,
with further capacity after 2010.

rOver the medium term Rotterdam wi~l not have the capability to provide required capacity
to fully service the markeI. In the meantime. increasing congestion will be noted.

r Rotterdam is a competitive solution for the Immediate Market as a whoie, but it does have
significantly higher costs for container transit (although its position in the entire North
Continent markel is much more positive).

r A review of market conditions indicates that even when the Maasvlakte 11 project is
initiated, there will be sufficient demand to justify both these deepwater facilities and also
lhe proposed WeT projecl.

r At present. the Rotterdam Delta facilities (i.e. ECT and Maersk Delta) enjoy a near

monopoly position with regard to deepwaler in the Immediate MarkeI. The situation has
been further underlined by the recent takeover of the smaller stevedore Hanno by ECT.
This could. of course. change wh en the final ownership of the existing Maasvlakte
terminals is resolved. The development of new WCT facilities and tlie introduction of new
stevedores into the market will boost competition in the region.

r The port is configured as a major terminal serving lhe central and eastem European
regions and is in direct competition with German ports for these markets. It is also a
major lransshipment location. Despite this, other problems such as relatively high costs
and poor productivity have resulted in a deeline in market share of late.

r A elear market opportunity has been identified for WCT over and above and in

competition with the deepwater Rotterdam facilities.

In the light of these factors. it is clear that, although the new facilities at Vlissingen wi~l
compete directly wilh the deeper terminals in Rotterdam. there is room for developments at
both locations. Also. the continuing delays with Maasvlakte II further emphasise the
requirements for WCT investments to provide necessary capacity within the required
timeframe to meet forecast demand. Our estimations further indicate that there will be
sufficient demand to absorb capacity at WCT. the Delta and Maasvlakte 11. The capacity
proposed at Rotterdam is not a juli altemative to WCT.

Development at Amsterdam
Considerable marketing effort has been directed towards developing a customer base for the
new Ceres container terminal in Amsterdam. Although th is wi~l undoubtedly introduce new
and highly efficient handling capabilities, there are several drawbacks that indicate this cannot
be a solution to identified needs. Indeed, the failure of the terminal to secure a major
customer in the lwo years since its inauguration confirms the difficulties with this location.
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r It has been estlmated that. following Phase II development, the terminal wi~l offer an

estimated 1.8m TEU of capacity. Although useful. this wi~l be ultimately constrained and
will not provide the tolal capacity needed. Further. there are elear question marks over
lhe actual further development of the terminal. This would further reduce the feasibillty of
th is port as an alternative location for identified demand.

r Tlie location of the terminal is problematic. The inlet doek configuration has the possibility

to offer very efficient container handling - up to 250 containers per hour has been quoted.
However. the access through the Ijmuiden loek and then to/from the terminal will delay
vessel tumaround. The impact of this on total port tumaround times is likely to be
pl'hlbitive.

r There are major uncertainties wlth regard to tlie sufflciency of the intermodal links. In
contrast to both Rotterdam and WCT. tliere are restrietions on barge handling and severe
road congestion can be anticipated.

r The capacity, as offered, will not cater for the current largest and anticipated future
container vessels. This wi~l restriet the role of the port.

Amsterdam slill has the potential to offer a use!ul additlon to the regional container handllng
market - althougli the aclual failure to attract customers must call this into question. It is
apparent that the facility wlll not be competitive with the existlng and planned deepwater
terminals at Rotterdam and Vlissingen.

Development at Zeebrugge
Zeebrugge is less than optimally localed for large-scale container terminal development, and
tlils has been manifest in the lack of 10-10 customers at the deepwater terminals. The
following constraints have been identifled:

,. Virtually all containers for the Antwerp market would have to be trucked to the locality with

thls gene rating a major adverse environmental impact. The so-called rail-barge system
will only contribute a Ilmited capability.

r Further development of volumes at tlie port would not deliver the capacity required to
meel Identifled regional demand.

r The port is severely penalised by inadequate intermodal connections (especlally for

barging). Attempts to rectify this shortfall have not been successful.

Even if further capaclty we re to be considered at Zeebrugge - say to around 2m TEU of
capabilities - then the following would still constrain developmeni:

r It is not clear over wh at timeframe this could be provided.

r It would not be sufficlent to meet demand.

r The in land links and the need to position containers to/from Antwerp would generate a
severe environmental impact.

r The exlstlng fallure to develop container flows at the port underlines the lack of appeal of
this localion from a market perspective.

It should. however. be noted that the potentlal timeframe to Increase capacity in Zeebrugge,
should it be chosen for development, could be short as there are no environmental
constraints and no extenslve dredglng would be required.
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Development at Antwerp
Further capacity is clearly required at Antwerp and the Lef! Bank project is seen to offer the
correctly configured facilllies to meet this demand. Other development possibilities within
Antwerp are severely constrained:

r With regard to further developments at the existing Right Bank Scheldt terminals. it is
apparent that these facilities are already approaehing maximum utilisation. Further, it is
not possible to significantly increase the capacity of either the Europa or Noordzee
Terminals due to technical and operational constraints. A limited increase is possible, but
th is would not be sufficient to provide anything like the required capacity.

r In the older Delwaidedock it is apparent that th is terminal has been losing market share to
tlie River Terminals. The costs of transiting the lock make th is location un-competitive for
iarge volume container lines. although it will continue to be used as an interim solution. It
is elear that a continued reliance on this location will result in a rapid decline in the relative
efficiency of Antwerp in the market and this cannot represent a long-term solution.
.£ithough MSC has decided to upgrade its terminal at this location this is a reflection of
current capacily constraints in the port. As new oplimised capacity comes on-stream this
location wil become increasingly obsolete.

r There are other sites on the Lef! Bank Terminals behind the locks. but these facilities will
not be competitive due to the time and cost penalty associated with transiting other locks.
These factors alone count against altemative developments of the Lef! Bank.

It is elear that the development of new facilities in Antwerp wi~l have to be focused on the Left
Bank. There are, however. constraints that willhave a limiting effect on the port. These
centre on marine access. Even if the proposed dredging programme is finally authorised.
Antwerp will not be accessible to the largesi vessels - except under restricted conditions.
This factor confirms the requirements for both the Lef! Bank andWCT developments in the
market. These facilities should be viewed as complementary to the proposed WCT
terminals, with each serving distinct - vet related - markets.

A Combination of Smaller Volume Capacity Developments
A review of planned capacity developmenls suggests that the combined capacity of smaller
facilities and improved productivity could contribute to partially meeting this requiremenl.
However, any such approach will be the subject of several major constraints that indicate that
in actual terms th is is not a true altemative:

r It is far from clear that su eh capacity could provide anything like the total anticipated
need. Further, it seems extremely unlikely that th is altemative could be developed in time
to meet anlicipated demand growth.

). As has been noted with regard to each altemative location when considered in isolation,
there would be a massive requirement to truck conlainers hand led at these ports lo/from
the Antwerp locality. The major environmental penalties identified in this study wi~l remain
under th is altemative.

r From a market perspective. this would place considerabie additional costs on the
shippers and - as has already been illustrated with regard to Zeebrugge where capacity
exists - the lines and cargo owners have not developed this alternative.

Combination alternatives will not provide the required capacity that will be needed to meet
anticipated demand growth.

1 'Port ot Antwerp: Deurganckdock Study', OSC May 2001
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5.3 Conclusions

There is a clear and pressing requirement lor the deve/opment ol new deepwater container
handling capacity in the identifed Immediate Market. The other suggested locations lor
deve/opment all involve considerable constraints with regard to marine access, casts and
hinterland links. The proposed WCT lacifit/es are seen to be highly compet/tive Irom each
criteria ol appraisal and will pro vide the required solution to deepsea regional container
handfing needs within an acceptable timeirame.

Vfissingen will be at least as competitive as Rotterdam and lrom same viewpoints will be the
superior development. Given the delays with Maasvlakte Il it is apparent that there will be a
lack ol capacity lor the largest vessel sizes by the end ol the decade, even with the addition ol
Euromax. The WCT project will provide an answer these problems. Indeed, WCT represents
the only alternative to Maasviakie lI thai can be deve/oped in time lor anticìpated demand
growt/i

In Ihe next decade demand will grow in Ihese sectors at a pace that will justify bath an
expanded Delta and also the WCT terminals. The decision to proceed with WCT will not
resuJt ;n an over-capachy sduaNon.

The deve/opment ol market conditions since Ihe earfier analyses have not signifcantly altered
these conc/usions. Indeed. laster demand growth, renewed uncertainty over capacity
provision and a IU/ther acce/eralion in the introduction ol larger vessels makes the case lor
WCT even more pressing.
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SECTiON 6 - THE TRANSSHIPMENT MARKET

6.1 Introduc¡ion ¡he cirowth in transshipmen¡ demand

As a result of the shift in favour of larger classes of vessels and the move to concentrate
container handling at major hub ports, the outlook for European transshipment demand is
very positive. This comprises both 'hub-and-spoke' and 'relay' movements.

r l-ub-and-spoke: As ship sizes continue to increase and shipping line mergers and

alliances continue. llie economie advantages of reducing the number ot port calls become
ever more pronounced. These advantages flow directly trom the high capita i costs
assoclated with containership and main port construction and the time penalties involved
in calling at several ports with small consignment sizes and throughput volumes. Tlie
lrend to fewer port calls will continue and wlll favour the larger. cenlrally placed ports in
tlie reg ion.

Transshipment already has a significant place in the European market and its share is
expected to continue increasing. The major Iines will continue aiming to serve port
regions by as few direct calls as possible, and thus the role of hub-and-spoke container
distribution wi~l continue to strengthen.

r Relay: The relay seclor is drlven by different factors. although, from a port perspective,
tlie requirement to move containers between vessels is similar. The aim of relay
iransshlpment is to exlend service coverage and flexibility by linking two or more mainline
services - typically east-west services with north-south services. This enables carriers to
iiicrease the number of revenue earning legs on their larger vessels.

Table 6.1
North Europe Container Transshipment Market by Type 1990/2003

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

'000 TEUs
N. Continent W 1080.0 1190.0 1300.0 1300.0 1490.0 1549.0 1592.3 1790.5 1999.0 2224.6 2268.6 2114.6 2727.5 2899.2
N. Continent E 894.6 995.3 1090.5 1320.8 1541.7 1647.1 1755.2 2008.3 2205.2 2351.6 2867.2 3231.8 3618.5 4064.5
UK 240.8 323.2 389.4 475.0 552.7 653.4 759.2 914.8 991.2 1148.0 1120.7 1050.0 905.9 626.2
Total 2215.4 2508.5 2779.9 3095.8 3584.4 3849.5 4106.7 4713.6 5195.4 5724.2 6256.5 6396.4 7251.9 7589.9

Percentage
N. Continent W 48.7 47.4 46.8 42.0 41.6 40.2 38.8 38.0 38.5 38.9 36.3 33.1 37.6 38.2
N. Continent E 40.4 39.7 39.2 42.7 43.0 42.8 42.7 42.6 42.4 41.1 45.8 50.5 49.9 53.6
UK 10.9 12.9 14.0 15.3 15.4 17.0 18.5 19.4 19.1 20.1 17.9 16.4 12.5 8.3
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Souree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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Tlie development of the transshipment sector will, therefore. be a compound of economie
growth-induced demand and the policies of major operators in converting direct flows into
transshipped f1ows. Given the importanee of major customers within the transshipment
market - and their propensity to switch between terminals and ports - actual demand is likely
to progress unevenly,

Total North European transshipment demand increased by more than 240 per cent between
1990-2003 to reach 7.59m TEU in 2003 (see Table 6.1). The share of the eastern north
continent region rose from 40 per cent to an estimated 54.6 per cent over the period. This
has been the result of the increasing importanee of feeder volumes for Baltic ports in Finland,
Russia and the Baltic States, all serving the CiS markets. More recently. there has been a
significant transfer in traffic from Rotterdam to the German ports. some of it accompanying
tlie establishment of a dedicated terminal at Bremerhaven for Maersk Sealand.

Figure 6.1 - N.Europe Container ïransshipment Demand 1990~2003

ilmUK
,

I :~' ~:~::~:~: ~.,i

~

1990 1991 1992 1993 199A 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

For most of the 1990s, the UK gained share from tlie north continent, but after reaching a
peak of 20.1 per cent in 1999. its share has fallen back to just 8.3 per cent in 2003. This has
accompanied a tightening of capacity in the UK and aconscious decision by the port of
Fellxstowe to concentrate more of its available resources on import/export volumes. As
planned capacity additions in the western north continent come on stream in the next few
years, accompanied by a further narrowing of the supply/demand balance in the UK until at
least mid-decade. so this migration of transshipment from the UK to the north continent is
likely to continue.

Although there is competition between hub ports in each of the sub regions, it is apparent that
the actual locations of different ports are a marginal factor in port choice. Although the
German poiis are more favourably located for the Baltic (and UK/Benelux ports are better
placed for the westem markets), it is elear that this business can be undertaken at any of the
regional ports. Indeed, a central location - such as that offered by WCT - wi~l allow

penetration of all of the markets under review.

The position is further detailed in Figure 6.1.
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A turther analysis has been developed which focuses on the aclual importance of each
lransshipmeni reg ion for lransshlpmenUfeeder operations and the results are summarised for
the enlire I~orth European market in Table 6.2. Strong growth has been noted In each region
and this is forecast to continue over the future period. The following trends are important:

r From the mid-1990s there was a sharp increase In the share of Scandinavla and the
Baltic in tata I regional demand. This increased in proportional terms from around 30 per
cent to a peak of 37 per cent in 2001. This trend wi~l continue as economic growth In the
,-egion accelerates and there is increased integration of the local economies into the EU.

r The role of the UK as a feeder market has declined from a peak of 34 per cent In 1992 to
a low of 24.6 per cent in 2001. This has followed from the increased importanee of major
UK ports as load centres and the concentratlon on direct call business. More recently,
renewed demand growth has been noted, as port capacity limits In the UK have
redirected some business in favour of smaller UK ports.

r There has been an increase in container volumes feedered between North Continent
ports. and this resulted in an increase in market share for th Is sector. More recently,
there has been some decline in the signiflcance of this sector.

6.2 The Economics of Transshipment

The competitive position of transshipment and teeder services represents a complex inter-
relation between the costs of shipplng, port and terminal handling and associated costs and
the structure of the particular trade under review. This represents the interplay of fixed and
variabie costs and is influenced directly by the consignment size and the structure of in land
transport costs for flnal dellvery. Essentially. th is represenls a micro-economie analysis and
the correct competitive position of direct versus transshipped delivery is seen to vary widely
on a case-specltic basis.
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The degree to which transshipment demand wi~l develop in the future wi~l be a function of
numerous interrelated factors. These will include:

r The further increase in vessel sizes and the moves to reduce port calls in the North
Europe port range.

r The related issues of port and terminal accessibility for the largest classes of vessels.

r The future developrnent of built-up costs for direct calls versus transshipped operations.

r The local balance of supply and demand in a particular port market - i.e. the availability
of capacity for transshiprnent operations.

r The degree of shipping line investment in dedicated terminals - with this effectively
anchoring a line in a particular port.

r The further development of relay operalions linking deepsea services at a particular
terminaL.

In analysing the developmenl of lhe economics of direct versus transshipped container
delivery, it is necessary to identify other rnajor cost sectors in addition to built-up container
Iiandling charges. Tliese include:

r Feeder container freight rates - deliveries from the hub port to the destination port.

r Stevedoring charges - the additional co st of 'double handling' at the hub port.

r Tlie structure of regional irades.

rinland cosi structure - use of srnall vessels often allows delivery to the 'most convenient

local port rather than to a rnajor deepsea gateway.

Case Study - serving the UK by continental transshipment
For a market the size of the UK. the total volume of trade usually justifies shipping lines
offering direct calls; the transshipment of containers presents a significantly higher cost
structure.

In analysing the economics of direct versus transhipped container delivery, it is necessary to
identify major cost sectors. This results in a complex analysis of the relative costs of direct
versus transsliipped operations for the UK that is based upon micro-economie analyses. In
the current context tlie overall position is summarised as follows:

Table 6.3 provides a sample calculation that identifies the relevant cost for direct versus
feedered container shiprnents into the UK market. This is based upon current cost structures
and typical deployrnent patterns. This calculation defines the cost difference per container for
a direct call versus transhipment for a consignment size of 200 containers. In th is example,
the cost differentia! favours the direct call by £69.28 per container. Clearly. the direct call
option is preferabie for th is trade pattern, saving the shipping line a total of £13,856 per call.
This simplified exarnple illustrates the existing strong position of direct calls in the UK market.

Using the same melhodology, Figure 6.2 compares the costs for direct calls with that of
transshipment across a range of consignment sizes, to derive the resulting cost advantage or
disadvantage by consignment size. !t is clear frorn this that direct calls at UK ports are
juslified for all but the smallest consignments. Note that bevond 240 containers (roughly 350
TEU), there is no further reduction per TEU for the transshipment option; this is because the
capacity of tlie feeder vessels used on these trades is current!y around 350 TEU.
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For the smallest consignment sizes, nevertheless, it rernains rnore economie to utilise the
transshipment option: for a consignment size of 50 containers, there is a £176.85 per
container advantage for choosing this option in current market conditions. The transshipment
advantage decreases with increasing consignment size and, bevond a certain volume, the
cost advantage swings in favour of direct calls. This cost advantage increases progressively
with the size of consignment (principally as a result of spreading marine charges over a
greater nurnber of boxes). The cut-olf point will vary according to prevailing market
conditions: at current cast structures, the cut-alf point is a consignment size of around 105
containers.

As the number of containers increases, the savings rnultiply rapidly. The implication of these
co st structures for typical customers of the major UK container ports can be calculated as
follows:

Transshipped Direct Differentia/ Tota/
£ per box £ per box £ per box £

Large customer (1,500 boxes) 255.24 76.69 178.55 267,825
Medium customer (900 boxes) 255.24 86.39 168.84 151.956
Sma// customer (300 boxes) 255.24 134.93 120.31 36,093

Table 6.3
Samole Calculation BuilMUo Cast Differential for Transshioped Containers versus Direct Cal!

Cost for 200 containers £ per container Tatal (£)

Dírect ShiDment
lvarine Charges - Felixstowe
Handling Charges - Felixstowe
Tota!
Charge per container

62.13
21,840.53
12,425.25
34,265.78

171.33

Transshipped Containers
Marine Charge - Rotterdam

Handling Charge Rotterdam
f'Vlarine Charges -Immingham
Handling Charge - Immingham
Shortsea frelght rate
Inland saving~

Total
Charge per container

24.99
68.90

4.998.54
13,780.73
5,431.89
9,847.18

20.598.01
-6,534.00
48,122.35

240.61

49.24
102.99
-32.67

Fe/ixstowe (dis)Advantage 69.28

~. - using ¡ocal port instead of Felixstowe

Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd

Of course such analyses are always dependent upon specific rnarket conditions. For
example. the size of deepsea vessels is increasing - as are the sizes of vessels that wi~l be
used on the feeder trades. At the same time the costs of inland delivery from a deepwater
port in contrast to a (perhaps more favourably sited) local port wi~l also change as congestion
worsens in a particular market.

Having said this. however, the pace of demand growth for each of the feeder trades under
review is determined by these rnicro-economic analyses, together with the specific position of
a particular line's (or consortium's) trading paltern. What is elear, however. is that there wil!
be strong further demand growth noted in the transshipment sector and that this will constitute
a major market opportunity for WCT.
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Figure 6.2 - Direct v. Transshípped Costs in 2003
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The Structure of Regional Container Trades
The structure of the European container feeder and shortsea trad es is extremely complex,
wilh many different services linking the major trading regions and the hub ports. In the
current analysis. attention is directed towards the structure of some representative - relatively
high volume - feeder trad es_ Typically, lhe deployrnent of feeder services is characterised by
a series of port cal Is providing a weekly port rotation. This reflects the structure of deepsea
calls and minimises lhe through transport time for feeder operations.

Table 6.4

Representative European Feeder Schedules
- seven day round voyages

North Continent to
lreland

North Continent to

UK

North Continent to

Scandinavîa/Baltlc

Rotterdam - 0

Dublin - 2/3

Le Havre - 4/5

Rotterdam - 6f?

Rotterdam - 0

Grangemouth . 2
lmmingham - 3/4

Felixstowe - 5/6

Rotterdam - 6f?

Hamburg - 0

Helsinki - 2/3

Gothenburg - 4/5

Bremerhaven - 5/6

Hamburg - 6/7

1487 nautical miles 938 nautical miles 1898 nautical miles

Souree: Ocean Sbipping Consultants Ltd.
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Table 6.4 summarises some typical deployments on the European trades. Theyare
examples th at are representative of the type of services linking the rnajor north continent hub
ports with the North Sea, western arc and Scandinavia/Baltic markets. The provision of
services on a weekly basis is seen to be a key priority on these trad es and the resulting
choice of typical vessel is thus a function of the total volumes shipped on a particular trade
and the market share of the operator under consideration.

6.3 Forecast Transshipment Demand

Pl'jection of the future developrnent of transshiprnent demand is a highly complex
undertaking. It involved the analysis ol comparative shipping econornics for direct versus
leeder operations. This is adynamie process. with larger vessels being introduced for both
lhe deepsea and feeder legs of the trades. It is also determined by the relative importanee of
a particular marlçet within the services offered by a specific operator. Other factors such as
port capacity, access considerations, etc. are all also relevant. In addition, the particular
strategie stance of a rnajor shipping line with regard to relay operations is also highly relevant
lo market gl'wth.

Il is estimated that transshipment will continue to grow at a pace greater than that anticipated
tor the irnportexport market. with the flexibility offered by hub and spoke and relay operations
continuing to be more important than direct calls. This is the pattern th at has been noted
since lhe mid-1990s and is also seen in other major world port regions. It should be noted
that there will be direct services developed, for exarnple. into the Baltic, but that these
markets will also be served by transshipped containers from western ports.

Table 6.5
North Eurooe: Forecast Totat Container Transshioment Demand bv Port Reaion to 2020
mTEUs

Base Case
7.6
8.5
9.2
9.8

10.5
11.3
12.0
12.9
13.7
14.5
15.4
16.3
17.2
18.2
19.2
20.3
21.4
22.5

Low Case

7.6
8.4
9.0
9.6

10.1

10.7
11.4
12.1

12.6
13.2
13.8
14.4
15.0
15.6
16.3
16.9
17.6
18.3

Enhanced Globalisatíon

7.6
8.6
9.4

10.3
11.3
12.3
13.4
14.7
15.6
16.6
17.7
18.9
20.1
21.1
22.2
23.3
24.4
25.6

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Sou ree: Oeean Shippíng Consultants Ltd

Despite these speeilic faclors, the most significant factor determining the level of
transshipment demand will be the pace of trade growth between Europe and distant
(principally Asian) markets. These issues are considered in more detail elsewhere in th is
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study, but Table 6.5 summarises the pace of anticipated total North European transshipment
demand growth through to 2020. Under the Base Case an increase in demand of nearly 200
per cent is anticipated. with this representing a highly dynamic sector. There is also seen to
be considerable further upside for these projections under the 'Enhanced Globalisation'
scenario. Here. demand could increase by 240 per cent.

Tliis c1early represents a major opportunity for a terminal (such as WCT) that wi~l be correctly
formatted and located to meet these requirements.

6.4 Tlie Transshipment Operations of Malor Shipping Lines

The development of the regional transshipment market will also be closely inlluenced by
specific decisions taken by the major shipping lines. The trend towards the development of
dedicated terminals will serve to anchor lhose lines th at have invested in such facilities in
particular ports. The following developments should be considered:

r Maersk Sealand has established dedicated (joint venture) terminals at both Rotterdam
and Bremerhaven. Il seems certain that these investments will continue to focus
lransshipment business tor this line at those ports. Tliis indicates that the scope for
furtlier investment at WCT may be limiied.

r ïhe Grand Alliance (comprising Hapag-L1oyd, MISC, NYK, OOCL and P&O Nedlloyd) is

cU'Tently committed to terminal investment at Rotterdam (Eruomax) and Altenwerder in
Hamburg. Although Grand Alliance business is handled at these facilities. these terminal
investments have been undertaken by lines on a national basis - P&O Nedlloyd is
funding the Euromax and Hapag is investing in Hamburg. It seems certain that major
conslituent players wil I place further investment in regional container ports.

r MSC is a major player in the regional feeder and relay business. Until recently the line's
business was focused at Felixslowe. A lack of capacity at the port has seen a
reorganisation of regional transshipment and new dedicated facilities have been
established at the Delwaidedok in Antwerp. In addition, a joint venture terminal is also to
be established at Bremerliaven. Tlie investment at Antwerp does not really represent a
long term solution for the line and this could be a candidate for tlie WCT project.

r T/ie New World Alliance has not committed to dedicated terminals in the regional market.

although this has been the strategy in other major world port regions. Volumes are
somewhat smaller for this grouping, although transshipment is significant. These lines
will continue to use various facilities and wi~l constitute potential customers for WCT.

r ïlie United Alliance is in a similar posilion and it is thought unlikely that dedicated

terminals will be developed. at least in the medium term. Once again transshipment wi~l
be hand led at the most efficient and convenient available port.

r ïlie Cosco Alliance (Cosco. Yangming and K-Line) has also failed to develop a dedicated
terminal approach in northem Europe, although Cosco has invested in capacity in the
Mediterranean. Once again, port operations will be spread between the regional
terminals.

r Evergreen is a major player in the Asia-Europe lrades and has not committed to lerminal

investment in the north. It seems likely that this wi~l change given investment decisions in
other regions and th is line is known to be actively seeking a dedicated terminal
arrangement in northem Europe.

Other developing lines include China Sliipping and CMA-CGM, both of whom are shipping
increasing volumes via European ports. China Shipping has vet to establish long term
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commitments in regional ports and investment from CMA-CGM is currently confined to Le
Havre.

It is apparent that there remain significant opportunities lor 'common-user' transshipment in
the north European market and this will allow a major player such as WCT to develop a
significant market role. There is also elear scope for the establishment of dedicated terminals
at lhe location.

6.5 Imolications tor WeT

Market condilions for WCT in the transshipment market are favourable for the following
leasons:

r Transshipment has been a highly dynamic part of the North European market and has
expanded rapidly. Tliis is forecast to continue.

r Tlie economics of transshipment have been favourable to growlh and developmenis in

deepsea shipping will sustain th is position.

r Major shipping lines serving the market have only begun to commil to terminal investment

and there will be considerable opportunities in both the 'common-user' and dedicated
terminal sectors.

r Tlie terminal is weil located to serve the various component sectors of the lransshipment

market

P.s is detailed in Section 4. tlie terminal will be competitive in this sector.
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SECTION 7 - THE DISTRiElUTION OF WCT CONTAINER FiOWS

7.1 Introduction

This study has identified the following important conclusions with regard to the establishment
of the WCT deepwaler container handing facilities at Vlissingen:

r On the basis of anticipated port demand and capacity analysis there is a clear
requirement for additional deepsea and transshipment orienlated container terminals;

r Tlie Vlissingen location is seen to be highly competitive from the perspective of port dues

aiid shipping costs in serving both the western part of the I~orth Continent range and also
with regard to tlie broader regional transshipment markel;

r With efficient management. there is every reason to expect that th is potential can be
i'ealised over the Sludy period. Hesse-Noord I~atie will provide th is capability.

These factors indicate a positive outlook for WeT. This analysis seeks to provide an
estimation of the inland dislribution of these containers over the forecast period.

7.2 The Distribution of Forecast Container Flows

Tlie development of a new container terminal at Vlissingen will significantly modify the North
Continenl container port market in general, and will have a considerable impact on tlie
narrower Antwerp-Rotterdam compelitive sector. The development of the terminal should be
seen as an extension of the planned facilities at the Deurganckdok in Antwerp. although lhere
are considerable further advantages over and above this location. In addition, the terminals
vvill also be competing directly with the facilities at Rotterdam - most specifically ECT. Maersk
Delta and Euromax at the Delta - and th us will develop their own distinct cargo base. In the
longer term the port wi~l be competing with the Maasvlakte II terminals.

It is elear that a further breakdown of the likely structure of tlie WCT demand base is
necessary. Each one of tliese idenlified categories wi~l record significantly different
advantages and disadvantages in tlie developing market and it is necessary to consider these
sectors separately.

The following cargo groupings have been identified in the current analyses:

r The local Vlissingen hinterland;

r The immediate local Antwerp hinterland;

r The local Rotterdam market;

T Tlie more distant Antwerp/Rotterdam hinterland;

'r Transshipment.
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The Loeal Vlissingen Hinterland
Jlt present, there is no significant market for containerised goods in the immediate locality of
Vlissingen. As such, this will retain a limited role within overall terminal volumes. However, it
is clear that the existence of a significanl flow of containerised goods via the port wi~l act as a
calalyst to limiled local development. Such a patlem has been noted in other parallel
situations of terminal investment - for example, in Felixstowe a limited local market has
evolved in an essentially rural localily.

Similarly. it should be noted that no local industrial base existed at the establishment of the
Delta lerminals in Rotterdam. In terms of distance to major industriallconsumption areas the
distance between the Delta and Rotterdam is not significantly different from the distance
between Vlissingen and Antwerp.

On this basis, tliere is scope for the immediate local market to generate some terminal
volumes but this is forecast to remain limited, especially as the port gears up for high volume
intermodallonger-haul shipments. Our earlier analysis indicated a preliminary estimation for
tlle local markel of around 16,000TEU per annum. It is not thought that higher volumes will
be secured unless a major distribulion zone is added to the development.

The Antwerp Loeal Hinterland
P, very significant volume of total Jlntwerp containers is destined/sourced in the immediate
local market. It is eslimated (by the Jlntwerp Port Users' Association) that around 28 per cent
of containers shipped via Jlntwerp (inner docks and River Scheldt terminals) are originated or
destined to wilhin a 50km radius of the port. This cargo is dominated by the local fonwarders
and is invariably defined as Billof Lading Antwerp. This is a far lower proportion than is noted
at Rotterdam where a comparable estimate is placed at just 13 per cent. The most significant
distance grouping ior Rotterdam is cargoes to/from destinations in the 150-200km range.

Of the existing Antwerp cargo base. it is estimated th at around 25 per cent of containers
Iiandled via the port utilise carrier haulage (that is to say, onward arrangements are made by
tlie line), with the balance utilising merchant (third party) haulage. This proportional market
share is considerably lower than that noted at Rotterdam. where the figure is closer to 40 per
cent.

For that part of the market where carrier-controlled haulage is dominant, the actual terminal
(or port) utilised for container handling is largely irrelevant to the cargo owner. The shipping
line is here tree to select whichever port is either the cheapesl, most efficient or most
convenient with regard to shipping schedules and marketing priorities. In this case there will
be no diffcullies incurred in specifying WCT rather than the Scheldt terminals.

However. there are elear difficulties incurred in that part of the cargo base where the Bill of
Lading is Antwerp and merchant haulage is the distribution mode. This cargo is not
considered 'delivered' until it arrives at the various defined Antwerp terminals. It is apparent
that the operators of WCT - if they are to actively compete for th is cargo - wi~l have to
undertake to deliver these containers to Jlntwerp. This can be achieved by either trucking the
containers from WCT to Jlntwerp or by barging. This is not regarded as an over-riding
restriction on demand growth in this sector.

Under current market struclures, there already exists a significant flow of barged containers
between Jlntwerp and Rotterdam as part of the distribution of cargoes between these ports
(often for similar reasons). As such, it would be a fairly straightforward matter to develop
similar operations between Vlissingen and Antwerp to provide the required degree of services
for this sector of the cargo base. It must be stressed, however, that this represents a limited
part of the cargo base and co st benefits in other sectors could be utilised to offset these
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additional expenditures. This sector is confined to those containers that are Bill of Lading
Antwerp and are limited to the immediate regional cargo base.

Some further remarks are necessary with regard to these questions. The requirement to
deliver containers to the actual port specified on the Bill of Lading represents a legacy of long
established regional cargo distribution patterns. It is our view that th is will come under
pressure from two perspectives:

r There will be increased pressure to move from these local requirements to an

'Antwerp/Rotterdam' Billof Lading. The shipping lines and stevedores both criticise the
current position and th is complicates the direct competition between terminals. There will
be resistance to these moves but - over the limeframe of th is study - some modification
can be anticipated.

r The major shipping lines are very interested in increasing their control over the inland
distribution of conlainers in order to minimise total costs. Although there are regulatory
difticulties in th is sector. it seems certain that the role of the shipping lines in offering
door-to-door services can only increase in the next few years. If carrier haulage
:ncreases market share. this will further eliminate the importanee of port-specific Bills of
Lading in the tolal regional market.

Increased pressures for such developments have been noted in the past few years as
/\ntwerp has become more congested.

Tliere will be some difficulties in developing the WeT share of this cargo base. However.
tliere are indicalions that the structure of tlie market is shifting away from these difficulties. If.
however. it proves necessary to offer a delivery service to directly compete for these markets,
then th is can be provided.

Cargo Diverted from the Rotterdam Market
Superficially il would seem that the problems identified above with regard to the local Antwerp
cargo base would be mirrored with regard to competition for Rotterdam cargoes. Toa certain
extent this wil i be lrue for those cargoes that are sliipped to the local Rotterdam hinterland
(for example. Heineken, flower bulbs, Philips traffic, etc.). In these cases. a Billof Lading
specifying Rotterdam would seem to offer considerable competitive advantages. However, a
closer examination of the structure of the market indicates that the pressures are far less
significant here.

Firstly, the lines are in a far stronger position of to exert market power at Rotterdam than they
are at Antwerp. It is estimated that the role of carrier haulage is considerably higher in
Rotterdam at some 45 per cent. Furthermore. this sector is seen to have expanded fairly
significantly in the past lwo years. The local immediate hinterland accounts for a significantly
smaller proportion ot total port volumes than is the case at Antwerp. These factors, together.
serve to reduce the importance of 'Bil I of Lading Rotterdam' considerations in the total cargo
base.

Once again. for that part of the business th at is so affected, it will be possible to arrange for
cargo delivery to Rotterdam if required. However, this wi~l account for a smaller proportion of
tlie envisaged througliput and wi~l not unduly infiuence the successful development of the
project.

The More Distant AntwerplRotterdam Hinterland
The shipment of containers to/from more distant markets that are already utilising the Scheldt
and Maasvlakle terminals will also - to alesser extent - be influenced by similar
considerations. However. the role of local Antwerp forwarders is far less significant in these
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more distant markets. Indeed, it has been suggested that the current situation for Antwerp
cargoes has been a factor restricting the penetration of Antwerp into the more distant
European hinterland. It is certainly the case that the port has a geographically more limited
Iiinterland than does Rotterdam, with th is also being reflected in a lower market share for
railed containers - although this sector has increased in importanee in the past few years.

Whilst 'Billof Lading' factors are relevant to the more distant pan-European distribution of
containers. th is will not be a critical factor for the attraction of these cargoes to WCT. For
distant distribution of containers away from the immediale port hinterland, the market is
already highly competitive. There is already seen to be strong and immediate competition
between Rotterdam and Antwerp. The effect of adding new capacity at WCT would be to add
another alternative terminal to the available options. In this context. it is reported that the
cheapest (through-cost) option wi~l be by far the most significant factor determining port
clioice.

On this basis. a terminal at Vlissingen should be weil placed to compete directly for the more
distant Antwerp/Rotterdam hinterland. If necessary, the additional costs of delivering
conlainers to/from Antwerp could be accommodated, but this will be of far less significanee for
tliis sector of the cargo base.

Transshipment
As has been detailed in th is study. the proposed WCT facilities will be weil placed for
penelration ot the container transshipment markets. The facility is correctly located and
tormatted for tliis business and it is reasonable to assume that a steady expansion in demand
trom this sector could be secured. For the North Continent market as a whole a
tmnssliipment ratio of around 24 per cent is currently noted (i.e. 24 per cent of all reported
moves in regional hub terminals are sea-sea transshipment). It would be reasonable to
estimale that WCT could i-cord a greater market share given its capabilities and a
progressive move towards a transshipmeni ratio should be atlainable at the terminaL.

7.3 Tatal Demand Build-Up at WeT

In the lighl of these combined considerations an estimate of the hinterland development for
WCT has been forecasl and this is summarised under Base Case conditions in Table 1 and in
Figure 7.1.

Over and above lransshipment. the immediate Antwerp and Rotterdam localities wi~l be of
great importanee in total port demand - with a combined market share of some 26 per cent at
the end of the study period. The scale of local demand region suggests an additional 15 per
cent of business will be generated within a radius of between 100/300km. In the longer run it
will be growth of long-haul intermoda! shipments that offer the greatest potential and it is
estimated that - providing investment is made in this sector - a very high long haul market
share of around 29 per cent could be noted by 2016.

All such projections are. of course, conjectural, but it is clear that WCT has the potential for a
wide and diverse continental hinterland and wi~l be competitive in all markets currently served
by Rotterdam and Antwerp.
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Table 7.1
Forecast Base Case WeT Volumes to 2017

Capacity Trans~ Local up Antwerp up Rotterdam up Medium Distant Total
shipment to 50km to 100km to 100km 100.300km ;:300km

Millon TE Us 

2008 0.700 0.074 0.021 0.026 0.030 0.05 0.050 0.245
2009 1.200 0.162 0.014 0.059 0.067 0.096 0.143 0.540
2010 1.00 0.281 0.014 0.105 0.116 0.164 0.256 0.935
2011 2400 0.432 0.016 0.164 0.180 0.247 0.401 1.440
2012 2400 0.490 0.016 0.188 0.206 0.274 0.458 1.632
2013 2400 0.518 0.015 0.201 0.220 0.284 0.490 1.728
2014 2.400 0.562 0014 0.219 0.241 0.301 0.535 1.872
2015 2.400 0.605 0.014 0.237 0.262 0.318 0.580 2.016
2016 2-400 0.648 0.013 0.256 0.284 0.336 0.622 2.160
2017 2.400 0.684 0013 0.271 0.303 0.351 0.658 2.280
Percentaae
2008 30.0 8.8 10.5 12.3 18.2 20.3 100.0
2009 30.0 2.5 10.9 12.3 17.9 26.5 100.0
2010 30.0 1.5 11.2 12.4 17.5 27.4 100.0
2011 30.0 1. 11.4 12.5 17.2 27.9 100.0
2012 30.0 1.0 11.6 12.6 16.8 28.1 100.0
2013 30.0 0.8 11.6 12.7 16.5 28.4 100.0
2014 30.0 0.8 11.7 12.9 16.1 28.6 100.0
2015 30.0 0.7 11.8 13.0 15.8 28.8 100.0
2016 30.0 0.6 11.8 13.2 15.6 28.8 100.0
2017 30.0 0.6 11.9 13.3 15.4 28.8 100.0

Sou ree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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SECTION 8 - THE CRITCAL CAPACITY OF THE WeT

In order to provide a significant contribution to the North European container port market it will
be necessary that the WCT provide sufficient capacity to attract. adequately service and
maintain large volume shipping line customers. Although a somewhat smaller terminal would
still be useful, the proposed terminal - with a phased capacity of up to 2.4m TEUs per annum
- is weil sized to provide such a capability. It would be unwise to try to significantly reduce
tlie size of the terminal, as this would undermine the role of the facility in the developing
container port market.

Tlie rationale for the requirement for a large capacity lerminal is summarised in th is Section of
;lie analysis. The following perspectives must be evaluated:

r Market consideralions;

r Commercial considerations;

r Logistics considerations;

r Operational considerations.

The following points should be considered in the current context:

fllarket Considerations
The past few years have seen a process of concentration in ownership of container shipping
lines and have also seen tlie development of relatively long-Iasting consortia between some
of llie major shipping lines. When these trends are considered in conjunction with the steady
increase in vessel sizes that has been recorded, it is apparenl that the size of stevedoring
contracts has increased sharply.

Table 8.1 presents a summary of the volumes of containers handled at major terminals in
Antwerp and Rotterdam in 2002. At Antwerp. the largest customer is currently MSC, which
sliipped some 1.5m TEU via HNN terminals in th at year and has since expanded further. In
addition, other major lines include the Grand Alliance members and also CP Ships. In both
cases, demand is currently approaching 0.5m TEU per annum and will continue to expand.
The same position is noted at Rotterdam. wliere tlie Grand Alliance accounted for more than
1 m TEU in 2002 and Maersk Sealand shipped more than 0.6m TEU via its own terminal in the
port.

It is apparent from this summary that major lines and groupings require capacities of between
0.5 and 1 m TEU per annum at ports in the Immediate Market (and some generate
considerably larger demand). It will be vital for WeT to provide the capabilities to handle such
demand from lhe outset. This means that a minimum requirement for the terminal will be for
around 700m of deepsea bertlis and corresponding back-up land. witli additional barge
handling facilities. This wi~l constitute the minimum requirement for Phase I. and should be
rapidly expandable to around 1000-11 OOm.

The regional market is also forecast to expand at growth rates of between 5.4-7 per cent per
annum in the period to 2010 and then between 4-6 per cent in the following period. Within
th is total, the deepsea and lransshipment sectors (the primary potential markets for WCT) will
expand at a considerably more rapid pace. This means that not only wi~l significant initial
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capacity have to be provided but, also. the terminal must be able to offer capacity to meet
rapidly expanding requirements for large customers.

Tlie minimum requirement for a single front rank customer would be for at least two major
deepsea berths - perhaps of 400m and 350m - together with an additional berth to handle
feeder and other secondary containers. This would allow the shipping line to enjoy berthing
on arrival (i.e. with no queuing) and would meet the requirements of such very high volume
front rank hub port customers. This indicates that. for a single customer. a minimum berth
length of around 1 km (400m plus 350m plus 250m) would be required and that 1.1 km would
be more desairabie and allow for further demand growth.

Tabie 8.1
Container Terminal Volumes for Maior Shipping Lines in Antwerp and Rotterdam in 2002

Port Termìnal/Operator
.l\ntwerp HNN

P&O Parts

Customer
MSC

CP Ships
Maersk -Sealand

Delmas OT Africa
Hapag Lloyd

OOCL
P&.O Nedlloyd

Evergreen
United Arab

Others
Tatal

P8,O Nedlloyd

CMA-CGM
Hamburg Sud

K-Une
Hyundai MM

Others
Total

Others
Port Total

Rotterdam EeT Delta Grand Alliance
New Wor/d Affance

Hapag-Lloyd
Hanjin

CMA-CGM
Others

Total
Maersk-Sealand

Satmarine
New VI/or/d Alfance

Others
Total

Evergreen
Casco
Others

Total
Yangming

K-Line
Hanjin

China Shipping

Zim Israel
Others

Total

Maersk Delta

ECT Home

Hanno/Uniport

Others
Port Tota1

Milion TEUs
1.551
0.374
0.130
0.139
0.128
0.118
0.118
0.107
0.090
1.151
3,906
0.204
0.155
0.065
0.055
0.031
0.205
0.715
0.156
4.777
1.010
0.403
0.201
0.246
0.129
0.659
2.447
0.604
0.085
0.150
0.147
0,986
0.205
0.111
0.737
1.053
0.135
0.095
0.085
0.080
0.055
0.075
0.525
1.504
6.515

Sou ree: Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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From the perspective of what the market will require. a minimum 1 km of berthing would be
necessary with a capacity of at least 1 m TEUs. However. from the viewpoint of commercial
considerations a requirement for double th is capacity is indicated (see below).

Commerc/al Cons/derations
The costs of developing a container terminal decline on a unit of capacity basis as the
facilities increase in size. That is to say. the costs of developing WCT wi~l be heavily loaded
lowards the initial quay construction. together with marine works and associated infrastructure
inveslment. The subsequent introduction of further phases of capacily wi~l involve
considerably lower costs than the initial phase. In terms of scale economies, therefore. it is
very important to maximise the capacity of the WCT facilities.

In addition, given the type of customers that will be targeted for the WCT. it is also of some
commercial importance to allow the facilities to meet the need of two large lines or consortia.
This wi~l significantly widen the customer base of the terminal and all ow a more balanced
commercial development. These considerations further count in favour of the development of
capacity to the proposed level of around 2.4m TEU as soon as is possible.

Large-scale individu al customers require access to two or three berths from the outset of
operations. Such high volume transshipment operators require capacities of between 0.5-1 m
TEU each and il wi~l be a very important commercial consideration to allow WCT to handle
tlie requiremenls of at least two separate customers and also to offer additional common-user
capacity. This will be necessary to ensure that the operators of WCT are not unduly
dependent upon a single large customer. Su eh capacity-related issues are very important
when assessing the commercial feasibility of a lerminal such as WCT.

From the viewpoini of commercial considerations it is, therefore, very important not to unduly
restrict the capacity of the WCT project. It must be large enough to benefit from the scale
economies of large operations and must also be big enough to accommodate the needs of
more than one front-rank operator together wilh providing additional capacity for smaller
customers.

The development of a terminal with a berth line of 2.4km is weil suited to such commercial
requirements. However, the terminal would still enjoy a useful role in the market if the needs
of two large customers could be met. This could be achieved on a minimum berth length of
2km. bul 2.2km would be preferabie.

Log/st/cal Cons/derations
Investment in supporting logistics is much easier to justify if the level 

of container demand is
high. For example, it will be necessary to maximise barge volumes at the terminal if the
required investments necessary for dedicated barge handling are to be justified. Similarly, the
provision of expanded rail capacity for the terminal will also require relatively high volumes to
justify the scale of investment required.

These considerations further confirm that the terminal must offer significant capacity, which is
correctly identified as up to 2.4m TEU on a phased basis. If capacity were to be constrained
by a smaller facility il would be difficull to justify large scale suPportin9 logistics investments
and significantly higher volumes of containers could be forced to rely on the road network.

Similar considerations also apply with regard to transshipment. A significant 'critical mass' is
required if th is business is to be maximised. Once again, any reduction in the size of the
terminal would limit potential in this business sector.

In both cases, large-scale capacity with frequent daily rail, barge and feeder links will be
necessary to provide a competitive terminaik. This means that a capacity of 2m TEU is the
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minimum that could generate such traffic and once again the minimum required berth length
will be in the order of 2km.

Operatjonal Consideratlans
It is also important to maximise capacity of the terminal when the posiUon is viewed from the
priorities of operational issues - lhat is to say, from the perspective of terminal operation. If
Iiigh capacity equipment is to be instalied for ship to shore handling and in the container yard
then it will be necessary to ensure high volume handling. Without such levels of demand it
will not be possible to benefit from scale economies.

,A further point is that a significant capacity will be required if the possibility of dedicated
terminals is to be realistically offered at WCT. with the further capacity to handle demand on a
common-user basis also being a requirement.

Concfusion
¡¡ wouid be an error to try to significantly restrict the capacity of the WCT by limiting either
berth length of terminal area. That is to. say a terminal with a capacity of just 0.5-1 m TEU
would not allow the anticipated role for the project to be competitively developed. The
proposed capacily of around 2.4m TEU per annum is weil suited to the requirements of the
markel place and represents a highly valuable contribution to regional port requirements. ,A
much smaller facility would be far less attractive and would have a much more questionable
mie in the identified North European container port business.

Tlie minimum capacity of WCT when viewed from different perspectives would be as follows:

r Fmm a market perspeclive (for a single major user). 1000-11 OOm and around 1 m TEU
plus per annum. The terminal would seek to serve more than one customer. however.

r Fmm a commercial perspeclive - two major customers musl be accommodated. with this
indicating a minimum berth length of 2000m and a preferred length of 2200m. Capacity
would be 2m TEU plus.

r In terms of associated logistics a capacily of some 2m TEU per annum would be required
to all ow the regular and sophisticated links necessary to link the terminal to its rail, barge
and feeder hinterlands. Tliis indicates a minimum bertli length of 2000m.

r In terms of operalional considerations a capacity of 2m TEU represents the required

minimum capability.

In summary, it is clear that the phased development lo 2.4m TEU capacity is weil suited to
meet this requirement, but could be reduced to a minimum berth length of 2000m and still
enjoya comprehensive market role. There are arguments that 2200m may be more
appropriate. however.
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SECTION 9 - WCT AS A SHORTSEA TERMINAL

It has been suggesied that the container handling facilities at Vlissingen could be developed
as a terminal that is orientated towards trade to and from other North European markels and
lhat it could be formatted as a short-sea terminal. with smaller capacity berths and a much
more restricted terminal footprint. There are severe difficulties associated with su eh a
strategy and these are summarised in th is Section:

r Sliortsea traffic is growing more slowly than the deepsea and transshipment markets.

r Intra-European and feeder containers are intimately linked - they are shipped on the

same vessels as part of the same services.
r Tliere is no lack of capacity for intra-Europe operalions - there is sufficient small-scale

terminal capacily to meet anticipated demand.
r Successful ports handle all business sectors. Antwerp and Rotterdam handle shortsea

traffic as weil as deepsea shipping.

The Pace of Demand Growth
As is detailed in Section 2 of this study. the pace of growth in the shortsea (intra-Europe
'door-to-door') markel is seen to be considerably slower than in the deepsea and related
transshipment markels. Since i 995, intra-Europe demand has increased by some 60 per
cent, whilst deepsea demand has grown by more than 76 per cent. This siluation is forecast
to continue over the period lo 2020 and much faster growth will be noted for deepsea lraffic.
This is the direcl result ol tlie globalisation of world trade. with Asian suppliers increasing their
share of EU manulactured imports.

It should al80 be noted that tlie intra-European market is highly competitive. with 10-10

container movemenls only accounting for a proportion of demand in this sector. Ferry and ro-
ra operations are equally importanl and offer a flexible solution for large parts of the business.
Although the share of containers has increased in tlie intra-regional trades, it remains unlikely
that growth will be noted at the rales achieved in the deepsea sector.

Shortsea Container Shipping Trends
The idea that shortsea container operations could be successfully developed as a separate
market sector is problematic. As has been demonstrated in this study. intra-European
shipments ol containers are funded by both local market cargoes and be feeder operations.
Increasingly, these two market sectors are shipped on the same vessels and services and,
indeed. the needs of the feeder sector have become the dominant sector for shortsea
container shipping in the past few years.

Given this slructure it wil I be increasingly the case that shortsea and feeder operations are
hand led in the same ports (and of ten at the same terminals) and the idea of developing
facilities that we re not able to provide for the dominant feeder aspect is misguided.

The Availabilty of Shortsea Capacity
It is important to note th at there is no lack ol capacity in the region's ports for smaller shortsea
lerminals. These are located in the major ports and also in the secondary ports of the reg ion
which include Rouen. Durikirk. Temeuzen. Moerdijk, etc. There is signficant capacity
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available In these ports and it is clear that a general situation of over-capacity is in existence
in th is sector. It is not clear that terminals located in Vlissingen would enjoy any specific
advantages in contrast to existing facilitles and it is more likely that utilisation rates would be
low lor such a project.

The Critical fVass Arguments ror Antwerp and Rotterdam
It is also apparenl that the successful ports of Anlwerp and Rotterdam have grown because
tliey have allowed the development ol a 'criticai mass' of container demand. All types of
cargo - deepsea, shortsea and transshipment - are hand led at the ports and the resulting
level of potenlial interchange between services and warehousing and logistics operations are
a major factor contributing to lhis success.

The development of shortsea facilities at Vlissingen could never match these capabilties and
It would be very unlikely that th is location would be chosen in preference to elther of the
esiablished gateway ports.

Concfusíon
!n tlie exlremely unlikely event that deepsea container shipping lines we re not to be atlracted
to WCT il,e suggestion that an altemative role could be developed for the terminal that
)'ocused on inlra-European operations is seen to be unrealistic. The type and levels of
investment that would be requlred are quile different and no specific demand had been
identified for such operations at Vlissingen. The concept of the WCT is as a fully-featured
and modem deepsea orientated facility - other possibilities are quite distinct and offer far less
potential for successful development.
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